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This Master‟s thesis evaluates competition situation in the field of the welding 
quality management software solution. The field is new and companies are unaware 
of their competitors. Welding management software are growing business which 
helps you to ensure good quality by securing welders are following procedure 
specification, welder qualification and qualified welding parameters. Software also 
helps you to create final documentation which provides all details of welding 
process and enables full traceability of each weld. 
 
The theoretical part of the thesis was done by literature review of solution 
marketing, competitor analysis and welding management. The empirical part of the 
thesis was conducted as qualitative research of competitors and managerial 
interviews from welding management software users.   
 
Outcome of this thesis is to create a competitor analysis tool for managerial use. 
Tool will rank competitors by using primary and secondary criteria in evaluation. 
Second outcome is to conduct evaluation and ranking of competitors by using a 
recently created tool. 
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Tämä diplomityö arvioi hitsauksen laadunhallintaohjelmistomarkkinoiden 

kilpailijoita. Kilpailukenttä on uusi ja ei ole tarkkaa tietoa siitä minkälaisia 

kilpailijoita on markkinoilla. Hitsauksen laadunhallintaohjelmisto auttaa yrityksiä 

takaamaan korkean laadun. Ohjelmisto takaa korkean laadun varmistamalla, että 

hitsaaja on pätevä, hän noudattaa hitsausohjeita ja annettuja parametreja. Sen lisäksi 

ohjelmisto kerää kaiken tiedon hitsausprosessista ja luo siitä vaadittavat 

dokumentit. 

 

Diplomityön teoriaosuus muodostuu kirjallisuuskatsauksesta ratkaisuliike-

toimintaan, kilpailija-analyysin ja kilpailuvoimien teoriaan sekä hitsauksen 

laadunhallintaan. Työn empiriaosuus on laadullinen tutkimus, jossa tutkitaan 

kilpailevia hitsauksen laadunhallintaohjelmistoja ja haastatellaan ohjelmistojen 

käyttäjiä.  

 

Diplomityön tuloksena saadaan uusi kilpailija-analyysimalli hitsauksen 

laadunhallintaohjelmistoille. Mallin avulla voidaan arvostella ohjelmistot niiden 

tarjoamien primääri- ja sekundääriominaisuuksien perusteella. Toiseksi tässä 

diplomityössä analysoidaan nykyinen kilpailijatilanne hyödyntämällä juuri 

kehitettyä kilpailija-analyysimallia. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Welding is a key part in steel construction. Even though technological development 

has been comprehensive in the last few years, it is still quite common to handle parts 

of welding documentation by using manual noncommercial solutions to cover the 

requirements. (Mortensen, 2010) A welding quality management software solution 

markets are new and growing business field. Welding quality management is needed 

to secure strength and reliability of structures. Welds are usually one of the most 

critical parts of construction, because if welds fail it is likely that a whole structure 

fails. Failed welds in a ship, a bridge or a wind turbine can cause catastrophic 

damages. (Moore, 2009) 

A welding quality management software solution will help you to secure high quality 

by providing features to secure that welders are qualified, welding parameters follow 

welding procedure specifications, non-destructive test are carried out and all welding 

processes are documented properly. A software solution allows you to have full 

traceability, other word you can always look back and see all specific details 

concerning any particular weld. 

Currently welding quality management software solution markets are not well 

known. Roughly software products can be divided into two groups. First group is 

welding quality management software solutions and second welding monitoring 

software products. The first problem here is that people cannot say if software is 

welding quality management software or monitoring software. Secondly, it is 

currently unknown how many different welding quality management software 

solutions are on markets and if they are competitors or not.  

Urge to know players in welding quality management software markets and variation 

between solutions has led to a decision to develop the dynamic competitor analysis 

model for welding quality management software. The model will help you to analyze 

software solutions and see if it is competitor or not. Before developing the 

competition analysis model, a welding quality management software solution needs 

to be defined. Lastly the competition analysis model is used to carry out the 

competition analysis. 
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 Research gap 1.1

Understanding of competition environment is crucial for companies to survive in 

today‟s fierce competition. Firstly, the competition analysis is important to 

understand better today‟s markets and secondly to understand which direction 

markets are evolving. Welding business is going through major changes, when the 

Internet has created numerous possibilities to control businesses. Welding 

manufacturers and customers are in a turning point, because newer welding machines 

with the Internet connection are taking over older machines which are not connected 

to the Internet. 

This research aims to solve competition situation of welding management software. 

The most of the traditional welding equipment manufacturer has developed at least 

some kind of software to monitor, analyze, document or control welding processes. 

Competition situation is currently very complicated, when each manufactures have 

created its own software and they all differ from each other. Every software solution 

has its own features and they all are aiming to help in different processes. 

There have not been researches regarding a welding management software solution. 

More precisely this research is concentrating on welding quality management 

software solutions and leaving simpler monitoring or calculation tools out of the 

scope. The competitor analysis of welding quality management software solution is 

combination of competition, solution business and welding quality management. 

Figure 1 describes how those three fields are tied together 

The competition analysis is focusing on building comprehensive understanding of 

rivalry and interactive market behavior (Caves, 1984). A purpose of competition 

analysis is to determine existing and potential competitors, identify strengths and 

weaknesses of competitors, and provide information to build a competitive strategy in 

your target market (Chen M.-J. , 1996). Analyzing competition requires 

understanding of forces influencing to competition. There are five forces, which are 

bargaining power of customer, bargaining power of supplier, threat of new entrants, 

threat of substitutes and competition on existing markets with rivalries (Porter M. E., 

1979).Welding quality management software is a complete solution therefore the 

competitor analysis of software requires understanding of solution business generally. 
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What is welding quality management? Why welding quality management is needed? 

What means ISO 9000, EN 1090-2 and ISO 3838? Welding theory part answers to 

these questions. The first part is focusing on why welding quality management is 

needed. The second part is focusing on standards which are created to secure high 

welding quality in practice. However, quality is generally discussed before going 

deeper to welder quality management. 

 

 

Figure 1: Research gap 

 Research questions 1.2

Firstly this study concentrates to figure out what is the best way to carry out the 

competitor analysis for welding quality management software solutions. One of the 

key points is to develop the dynamic competitor analysis model. Dynamic refers to a 

model which can be updated easily continuously. The second key point is to develop 

a model which can be used by people who are not familiar with welding quality 

management software, but have basic knowledge of welding.  

Secondly this study concentrates to analyze competitors of welding quality 

management software solutions. Firstly this study creates the dynamic competitor 

analysis model and then it is used to analyze competitors. This study aims to sort out 

Welding 
quality 

Solution 
business 

Competitor 
analysis 
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welding quality management software solutions from other welding related software 

products, such welding monitoring software products.  

RQ1: How to carry out a competitor analysis for welding quality management 

software solution? 

RQ2: What is the current competitor environment of welding quality management 

software solutions? 

 Execution of the thesis 1.3

The competitor analysis is based on combining information from literature, Case 

Company, users of welding quality management software solution and electronic 

sources of competitors. The first phase is to understand what a welding quality 

management software solution is. The second phase is to understand what is currently 

known based on literature and previous researches and then writing theoretical 

framework. The third phase is to develop competitor analysis model. The fourth 

phase is gather data of competitors. The fifth phase is to analyze data and the last 

phase is to write a report or thesis based on previous phases. Each phase is scheduled 

to have time for a one month.  

Case company in this thesis is a manufacturer of arc welding equipment and a 

provider of solution for productive welding. Case Company has been established in 

the half of 20
th

 century. The company has 500-1000 employees and revenue is in 

range of 50-250 million euros. Exported products and solutions are sold to 70 

countries and it forms 90 percent of total revenue. Generally competitive edge of 

Case Company has been their high quality of welding equipment. Case Company has 

expanded its business to software solutions and it is the main focus in this thesis. 

Innovativeness has been one of the basic values of Case Company and they have 

introduced innovations through their history. This is one of the reasons why it has 

been expanding business to software solutions.  

 Structure of the thesis 1.4

The outline of this thesis is presented in Figure 2. Chapter 2 starts this research with a 

literature review which is formed by three parts. The first part handles theory of 
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solution business. The second part discusses about theory of competition. The third 

focuses on what is a competition analysis and what stages it contains. Lastly Chapter 

2 presents how the competition analysis can be implicated to managerial use. 

Chapter 3 concentrates on quality management. Firstly chapter focuses on defining 

industrial quality management. The second part goes deeper into welding quality 

management. Both industrial and welding parts discusses about purposes of quality 

management and standards. 

Chapter 4 explains research methodology of this study. The first part explains 

research approach. The second part is about case study method. The third part deals 

with collection of data and analysis. This part also discusses about research validity 

and reliability. The last part of methodology is methods of data collection and an 

analysis. 

Chapter 5 focuses on defining what a welding quality management software solution 

is specifically. The first part discusses how needs in welding quality can be solved. 

The second part explains how structure of software solution is based on combination 

of industrial technology and commercial knowledge. The third part explains how 

welding quality can be integrated to be a part of welding company and how it can be 

used to create and deliver value. The last part concentrates on quality expenses and 

how a software solution affects them. 

Chapter 6 introduces developed dynamic competitor analysis model for welding 

quality management software solutions. Model is based on four stages, which are 

conduct research, information collection, analyzing competitors and define position. 

Lastly market intelligence process of model is described.  

Chapter 7 presents how the new competitor analysis model is used in practice. An 

actual competitor analysis is based on four stages presented in chapter 6.  
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2 COMPETITION ANALYSIS IN INDUSTRIAL SOLUTION 

MARKETS 

There are two main fields of strategy research. First one is strategic decision making 

and second is competition analysis. The main difference between these two is that 

decision making is an internal process inside of the company which neglects 

competitive dynamics. In turn, the competition analysis deals with decision outcomes 

and evaluating impacts of competitors‟ moves. Strategical mistakes are usually 

consequence of insufficient consideration of competitors‟ decisions. (Zajac & 

Bazerman, 1991) The competition analysis will help you to predict competitors‟ 

moves and allows you to be prepared. However, even you might know a competitor 

is making a move it is really difficult to predict which  type of move they are making. 

(Upson;Ketchen Jr.;Connelly;& Ranft, 2012).   

Fundamentally industrial and consumer markets are different. Industrial markets have 

fewer and larger buyers than consumers. Each single person is potential buyer in 

consumer markets and it‟s clear that there are more people than companies. Industrial 

buyers are professionals with years of experience from a field of particular market, 

whereas consumers might not know anything about products he/she is buying. 

Industrial purchase decision also requires a group of people and a mutual agreement 

in group, whereas consumers often make a purchase decision individually.  (Kotler & 

Keller, 2009) Also the competition analysis varies slightly between industrial markets 

and consumer markets. Industrial markets have usually fewer competitors than 

consumer markets. Therefore you might be able to analyze all competitors from 

industrial markets, but it might not be possible on consumer markets. If you are not 

able to analyze all competitors you need select which companies to analyze. There 

you can use an old 80/20 rule which means that 80 percent of revenue is created by 

20 percent of companies. This 20 percent you should evaluate most closely. (MaGee, 

2015) 

This chapter is based on three parts. Welding quality management software are 

complete solution packages instead of simple software installed on computers, so 

general essence of solution business is discussed at first. Second, Porter have 

discovered five forces having impact on competition and these forces have impact 
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also on competitors in welding management software solution market. Third, part 

focuses on theory of competition analysis. 

 Solution business 2.1

Welding quality management software is a complete solution so the competitor 

analysis of software requires understanding of solution business generally. Firstly this 

chapter defines what solution business is. Secondly this chapter discusses about 

developing and selling business solution.  

 Essence of solution business 2.1.1

Storbacka (2011) defines an integrated solution as “longitudinal relational processes, 

during which a solution provider integrates goods, service and knowledge 

components into unique combinations that solve strategically important customer 

specific problems, and is compensated on the basis of the customer's value-in-use”. 

Also repositioning in a value chain is required when a firm is offering integrated 

solution (Storbacka, 2011). According to Brady et al. (2005) new capabilities are 

developed in system integration, operational service, business consulting and 

financing when firm is moving to solution business. Solution selling is a long and 

intimate process between seller and buyer and it includes several different functions 

from both firms (Tuli;Kohli;& Bharadwaj, 2007; Ulaga & Eggert, 2006). Tuli et al. 

(2007) argues that “selling solutions is a complex exercise that involves the 

consideration of conflict requirements of multiple stakeholders in a customer 

organization and cycles lasting up to two years”. Solution selling requires 

commitment and involvement from every department and function in company. You 

have to make it sure that solution selling is based on stable support of product 

development, marketing, sales, operations and finance (Storbacka, 2011).  

According to Ulaga and Reinartz (2011) solution business can be separate from 

traditional business by four elements of framework. The first element is to provide 

product and service as one complete solution. The second element is to provide 

specifically developed solution for customers‟ needs. The third element is based on 

increasing value creation in customer‟s process. This process requires comprehensive 

understanding of customer‟s value creation process and the whole value chain of the 

customer. The fourth element is that solution provider takes over the whole process, 
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which can include all previous elements. This requires good relationship with 

customer and systematical maintaining of relationship. (Ulaga & Reinartz, 2011) 

Solution marketers are forced to face risks and it creates need to be organized all the 

time. Cova and Salle (2007) listed four major challenges solution marketers needs to 

manage. (1) The first challenge is a change in the orientation of the firm. This means 

transition from a traditional firm to a solution orientated firm, which requires 

reorganization. In a traditional firm a product is the major element of value creation 

and services are necessary but not strategic. In turn, a solution marketer‟s solution is 

the major element of value in customer‟s own value creation process. (Grönroos, 

2000) (2) The second challenge is a need for new capabilities and skills. This means 

that a new solution marketing organization needs new skills to operate in a new 

business arena. According to Davies et al. (2001) four key capabilities are system 

integration capabilities, operational service capabilities, business consulting 

capabilities and financing capabilities. (3) The third challenge is a transformation of 

the structure and a process within the organization. This means developing and 

forming three functional units. First is a „front-end‟ unit to collaborate with customers 

to develop and deliver solution. Second is a „back-end‟ unit to combine products and 

services to solutions. Third, a „center‟ unit is a strategic leader, which connects the 

„front-end‟ and the „back-end‟ units together. (Foote;Galbraith;Hope;& Miller, 2001) 

(4) The fourth challenge is the implementation of the firm‟s transformation process. 

The firm must really adopt and fully understand solution selling to make it profitable. 

The difficulty of solution selling is often underestimated and solutions are just 

products attached together, while value adding is minimal. (Cova & Salle, 2007)  

Tuli et al. (2007) argue that solution selling consists four phases which are customer 

requirements definition; customization and integration of goods and services; 

deployment; and post-deployment customer support. (1) Requirement definition is 

usually noted as the most important part of solution, but there are usually some 

troubles. First, customers might be unaware of their need or incapable to explain 

them. Second, solution development requires more than understanding the need. It 

requires comprehensive understanding of whole business operation of customer. 

Lastly, solution can‟t just solve current problem. Instead it has to offer value for 

customer also after three years when customer‟s needs, good and services have 
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developed. (2) Customization and integration is a part of solution which consists 

designing, modification and a product selection. Customers will be unhappy if 

solution requires unpleasant changes, creates new troubles elsewhere or solution 

components are not working seamlessly together. (3) Deployment is a concrete part 

of a solution, before that it is just ideas and planning. Deployment involves delivery, 

installation and usually new modification, which appears during installation. (4)  

Postdeployment support is a vital part of a solution. Basic support includes spare 

parts, maintenance and operating information. In addition postdeployment support 

includes new parts of a solution for customer‟s developed requirement in operation. 

In some cases supplier can be as much as partners in value creation. 

 Solution development 2.1.2

This chapter discusses about solution development and solution selling. Competition 

in welding quality management software solution market is strongly dependent on 

who has the most developed software and how they are selling software solutions.  

Therefore this chapter explains basics of both solution development and solution 

selling. 

According to Pawar et al. (2009) solution designs are based on three stages, which 

are defining value, designing value and delivering value. Kindström and 

Kowalkowski (2009) and Storbacka (2011) states that there are four phases, which 

are highly interconnected and iterative. (1) The first phase is to develop solution. 

Solution development aims to create value for both buyer and seller by combining 

market insight, resources and capabilities. (2) Create demand phase‟s objective is to 

increase awareness in relevant customer segments. (3) The third phase is to sell a 

solution and turn potential prospects to customer. (4) The last phase is to deliver a 

solution, which aims to secure value creation for the customer and value capture for 

the provider. (Storbacka, 2011).  

Storbacka (2011) created a matrix where each of his previously described phases has 

three cross-functional issues, which are commercialization, industrialization and 

solution platform. (1) Commercialization includes issues regarding to customer 

interface. According to Payne, Storbacka & Frow (2008) and Storbacka (2011) 

commercialization is based on ability to (i) understand customer‟s value creating 

process; (ii)  create solution which improves value creation for the customers; (iii) 
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create demand for solutions; and (iv) sell solutions to the individual customers and 

receive compensation based on the customer‟s value-in-use. In turn, Day (1994) 

states that commercialization includes a customer and marketing sensing and 

customer-linking. Every function or department is required to participate in 

commercialization and it is time consuming process. According to Storbacka (2009) 

process begins before buyer accepts solution and ends after solution is delivered. (2) 

Industrialization includes issues regarding to efficient development and deployment 

of solutions. Besides operating commercialization process firm need to build their 

skills to industrialize. This includes effective production and delivery of solutions. 

(Storbacka, 2011) According to Davies, Brady and Hodbay (2006) firm‟s progression 

on providing integrated solutions can be measured by their repeatability skills. 

Repeatability is based on a well-designed business process which has ability to be 

consistent. Brady and Davies (2004) states that new capabilities will be learned over 

time from project to project, and eventually from project to organization. (3) The last 

cross-functional issue is a solution platform which purpose is to support a solution 

business model by strategy, management system, supporting infrastructure (e.g. 

information and communication technology, human resources). The solution platform 

ensures stable and sustainable competitive advantage in solution business. 

(Storbacka, 2011) 

According to Storbacka (2011) the matrix formed by four phases and three cross-

sectional issues creates a table of twelve capabilities. Each capability explains what 

the certain phase requires from commercialization, industrialization or the solution 

platform. These capabilities are next shortly explained and presented in Figure 3.  

(1) Value research is based on combining understanding of customer‟s business 

concerns, business opportunities and value creation to a focal firm‟s 

commercialization capabilities and practices.  

(2) Solution development creates a solution for customer‟s value creation process by 

combining focal firm‟s industrialization capabilities and practices.  

(3) Value proposition is a focal firm‟s suggestion to how their solution enables 

customer to create value by combining a focal firm‟s commercialization 

capabilities and practices.  
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(4) Solutions availability ensures that  the solution can be produced in efficient 

manner and pricing is based on created value for the customer.  

(5) Value quantification quantifies the value of offered solution to the focal firm and 

the customer by combining commercialization capabilities and practices.  

(6) Solution configuration is aiming to create customer specific solution by 

combining industrialization capabilities and practices.  

(7) Value verification ensures that value is delivered to the customer and it works as 

planned. Also created value is documented.  

(8) Solution delivery delivers agreed outcomes of the provider‟s solution to be an 

integrated part of customer‟s business.  

 

Last points from nine to twelve are parts of solution platform and their purpose is to 

support solution business.  

(9) Strategy planning set objectives, outlines target segments, identifies solution 

portfolios and controls risks of the solution.  

(10) Management system manages the solution business model.  

(11) Infrastructure support is formed by customer intelligence, knowledge 

management, legal support and information technology.  

(12)  Human resource management ensures that right people and skills with right 

parts of the solution. (Storbacka, 2011) 
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Figure 3: The solution business model framework. (Storbacka, 2011) 

 Competition theories 2.2

There many different competition theories, but next chapter presents two of them. 

The first is VRIN model and the second is a framework of five-forces. These two are 

the most suitable for this competition analysis. A VRIN (Valuable, Rare, Inimitable, 

Non-substitutable) model describes well competition between companies and to 

identify strengths and weaknesses of companies. To be successful resource based 

view introduces four key criteria for resources. (1) Firstly, resources should be 

valuable for creating competitive advantage. (2) Secondly, resources should be rare to 

provide competitive advantage for a company. (3) Thirdly, resources should be 

inimitable, so competitors cannot easily copy your competitive advantage. (4) Lastly, 

resources should be non-substitutable so competitors cannot replace you resources 

with other similar and achieve competitive advantage with replacements. (Lockett & 

Thompson, 2009) However, resource based view and the VRIN model is not used 

further is this study, because it is too focused on impacts of competitors, while 

lacking focus of customers‟ role in a process.  

In turn, Porter (1979) have developed five forces framework ( Figure 4) to explain 

what type of forces are affecting on markets. Porter‟s model pays attention to current 
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and coming competitors, while taking customers‟ role into account. These forces 

describe well current situation in welding quality management software markets, 

because it recognizes forces from both competitors and customers. These five forces 

are (1) the threat of new entrants, (2) the bargaining power of customers, (3) the 

bargaining power of suppliers, (4) the threat of substitute products and (5) rivalry 

between existing competitors. If these forces are weak they offer an opportunity for 

superior performance, but if forces are strong and market entry is easy competition 

will be perfect from the view point of economist. (Porter M. E., 1979) 

 Figure 4: Five Forces Model (Porter, 1979) 

The threat of new entrants means that new companies are entering to industry and 

they have desire to gain market share. They also might bring substantial resources. 

However, new entrants will face six barriers while entering to a market. The first of 

these barriers is economies of scale which is based on cost advantages when 

producing greater amount of offering. The second barrier is a product differentiation 

which means that the entrant has to win loyal customers from other competitors. This 

requires strong of advertising and customer service. Every business seeks to build 
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high barriers to keep loyal customers under their business. The third barrier is capital 

requirements or the need of heavy investments while entering to the market. The 

fourth barrier is cost disadvantages independent of size. This designates advantages 

such as learning curve, patents, access to raw material sources, government subsidies 

or favorable locations. The fifth barrier is access to distribution channels, because the 

distribution channel of a product or service must be secured. A new product might 

face difficulties displacing existing products on stores and shelves. The sixth and the 

last barrier to entrants is government policy. Government can set license 

requirements or limitations to control markets. (Porter M. E., 1979) 

Powerful supplier can make strong impacts on industry by raising prices or reducing 

quality. Supplier is powerful if a supplier group is smaller than a group of customers 

and if the industry of supplier is dominated by few companies. Second, supplier 

power can be subsequence of supplier‟s unique product or high switching costs. 

Third, if supplier can show credible threat to expand its business and start competing 

with its customers. Lastly, if customer‟s industry is not important for supplier (Porter 

M. E., 1979) 

Customer will have power to control industry if buyer has concentrated or buys large 

volumes of products. Second, buyer has power is when the buyer can easily switch 

the supplier. For example the product is so standard or there is always an alternative 

supplier. Third, the buyer is powerful when supplier‟s item composes large fraction 

of total costs. If the item costs only a small fraction of the end product buyer will be 

less price sensitive. Fourth, the buyer will have the power if quality of the end 

product is independent from supplier‟s item. Fifth and last, the buyer can show 

credible threat to expand its business and start manufacturing supplier‟s items. (Porter 

M. E., 1979) 

Substitutes are products or offerings which will fulfill same needs of customer, but 

with different resources. Substitutes are often overlooked, because they exist but they 

differ from product. Industry‟s profitability will suffer if the threat of substitutes is 

high and it can place a price cap on products. The threat is high when price-

performance trade-off is more attractive from substitute than industry or if switching 

cost is low for the buyer. (Porter M. E., 2008)  
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Competition between rivalries manifests in price discounting, new product 

introduction, advertising campaigns and service improvements. Competition 

decreases industry‟s profitability, which depends on intensity of competition and 

basis on which they compete. The intensity is high if firstly there are numerous 

competitors and they are almost equal in size and power. (Porter M. E., 2008) 

However, intensity of competition between two firms will vary between different 

markets they are competing, because each market has a different set of competitors 

and market powers (Chen M.-J. , 1996). Secondly, growth of the industry is slow and 

fight over market shares is hard. Third, exit barriers are high. Examples of exits 

barriers are highly specialized assets or management‟s dedication to business. Fourth, 

commitment to business of rivalries is high and they are ambitious to be leaders of 

industry. High commitment can be subsequence of state-owned business or a goal of 

higher employment. Price competition is likely to happen when products are nearly 

identical, fixed costs are high and marginal costs low, large capacities must be 

produced to be efficient or the product is perishable, like tomatoes or unused hotel 

capacity. Erosion of profitability is not likely when competitors are competing with 

product features, support services, delivery time, or brand image. Rivalry can also be 

a positive factor and increase profitability of industry. This occurs when each 

competitor is targeting to fulfill needs of customers, with different price-mixes, 

products, services, features and brand identities. Even whole industry can expand 

with higher profitability in results of good rivalry. The opportunity to benefit from 

the rivalry is higher when all customer groups are served. (Porter M. E., 2008) 

These five forces combined determinate profit potential of an industry. When starting 

developing a strategy you should understand these forces, because they can reveal 

why profitability of the industry is shaped in its current form. Understanding a 

structure of the industry can help managers to make better strategic decisions in order 

to compete with rivals and achieve higher market share. Understanding of five forces 

is valuable for both managers and investors. With five forces investors are able to 

predict positive and negative changes in markets before it is obvious to everyone. 

Capital markets and economic would be more successful if both managers and 

investors would concentrate on same fundamentals of sustainable profitability. 

(Porter M. E., 2008) 
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 Analyzing competition 2.3

Analyzing competition paragraph is based on two parts. The first part discusses about 

general essence of competition analysis. The second part defines stages of a 

competition analysis.  

 Essence of competition analysis 2.3.1

The competition analysis is focusing on building comprehensive understanding of 

rivalry and interactive market behavior (Caves, 1984). Chen (1996) states the purpose 

of the competitor analysis is to find out if there is competitive tension between two 

firms and can it lead to competitively aggressive behavior. In turn MaGee (2015) 

states purpose of the competition analysis is to determine existing and potential 

competitors, identify strengths and weaknesses of competitors, and provide 

information to build competitive strategy in your target market. Researchers have 

been dividing into to two groups when talked about the competition analysis. Groups 

are strategy researchers and strategy-group researchers. Barney (1986) and Porter 

(1980) are strategy researchers, because they say that all firms in industry are 

competitors to each other. Strategy-group researchers in turn argue that firms can be 

divided into homogenous groups, where all firms within the group are similar, but 

groups are heterogeneous between each other. The strategy-group should help you to 

understand firm‟s strategic posture, which leads to understanding of firm‟s competing 

capabilities in an industry. If you don‟t understand strategic attributes of competitors, 

you have poor knowledge who is against you. One important point is that the 

competitor analysis is a firm-specific analysis, not an individual market level 

analysis. (Chen M.-J. , 1996) 

Managers can easily fail to recognize competitors if they are scanning only a field of 

their own product market arena. Manager must notice threats also from indirect 

competitors with different resources and latent capabilities. The purpose of the 

competitor identification is to be prepared to competitors‟ incursions and response 

strategies. (Bergen & Peteraf, 2002) Competitor identification is a preparing task for 

competitor analysis, which is followed by dynamics of competitive strategy 

(Smith;Grimm;& Gannon, Dynamics of Competitive Strategy, 1992). You must first 

understand competitive set and most likely occurring strategic interactions, before 

you can track competitive moves and countermoves or strength and weaknesses 
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(Bergen & Peteraf, 2002). Competitor identification will benefit several fields in 

business such as pricing policies, product design, development and positioning, 

communications strategy and channels of distribution. Competitor identification also 

creates ground for competitor analysis and the analysis of industry structure 

conditions of rivalry and competitive advantage. (Bergen & Peteraf, 2002). 

In the beginning of the analysis it is crucial to maximize awareness of competitive 

threats and opportunities by evaluating competitive environment broadly. A manager 

can be blindsided or myopic if they neglect the identification phase of competitors. 

Sometimes it can be hard to identify all possible indirect and potential competitors, 

which leads to temptation to look at competitors only with similar products and 

technologies. This is why the greatest threat may take unawares surprise and attack 

from blind side. (Bergen & Peteraf, 2002) 

Bergen & Peteraf (2002) have developed a framework to competitor identification 

and analysis. The framework aims to maximize managerial awareness by identifying 

all competitive opportunities and threats from a range of rivalries to potential indirect 

competitors. The framework identifies competitors and creates hierarchy of 

competitor awareness. Candidates might be easiest to classify in evaluating if 

candidates serve same customer needs currently or can they do it in near future. This 

will help managers to recognize different types of competition they might face and 

develop a hierarchy of competitors. (Bergen & Peteraf, 2002) 

In Figure 5 similarity of customer needs is described on a market commonality axis 

and it determines if two firms are indirect and immediate competitors. Chen (1996) 

defines market commonality as the degree of presence that a competitor manifests in 

the markets it overlaps with the focal firm and latter Bergen & Peteraf (2002) 

redefined it as the degree to which a given competitor overlaps with the focal firm in 

terms of customer needs served. A resource similarity axis describes the similarity of 

resource endowment. Chen (1996) defines resource similarity as the extent to which a 

given competitor possesses strategic endowments comparable in terms of both type 

and amount to those of the focal firm and latter Bergen & Peteraf (2002) redefined it 

as the extent to which a given competitor possesses strategic endowments 

comparable, in terms of type, to those of the focal firm. The basic idea of resource-
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based view is that each firm has their own set of resources and capabilities, which 

they have achieved over time and they all have different strategies to exploit these 

resources (Peteraf, 1993). According to Chen (1996) competitive advantages are 

based on knowledge which competitors have similar resources, because only then 

you can know competitor‟s capabilities and strategies. In turn, Porac and Thomas 

(1990) say that essential resources, which helps focal firm to gain competitive 

advantage, are usually limited. Limited resources lead to competition over resource 

and according to Porac and Thomas (1990) these competitors are rivals.  In Figure 5 

market commonality is increasing function on the y-axis and resource similarity is 

increasing function on the x-axis. By these function you are able to locate your 

competitors on the grid and identify their category. A company, which scores high on 

both axes will be categorized as direct competitor or rivalry. A company which 

scores high on market similarity, but gets low score on resource similarity will be 

categorized as an indirect competitor or a substitute. This means that this competitor 

serves same customers with you, but with different resources. A company which 

scores high on resource similarity, but gets low score on market commonality will be 

categorized as potential competitor. This means that this competitor has similar 

resources with you, but serves different customers. (Bergen & Peteraf, 2002) 
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Figure 5: Mapping the competitive terrain. (Chen, 1996; Bergen & Peteref, 2002) 

For example, a bus company‟s direct competitors are other bus companies, when they 

both have similar resources and they are fulfilling same customer needs. In turn, taxis 

are potential competitors, because they have similar resources, but they are serving 

different customer needs. The bus is public transportation and taxi is for a single 

customer, but they both vehicles are using roads and affected by traffic. Trains would 

be indirect competitors when they have different resources with the busses, but same 

market commonality. The train and the bus both are fulfilling need of public 

transportation, but they are doing it by different resources.  

Customers will establish an awareness set after gathering information about 

alternative solutions to fulfill needs (Peter & Olson, 1993). The awareness set is 

refined to a consideration set which includes your most significant rivalries, because 

the choice is eventually made between candidates in the consideration set. 

Composition of the consideration set is influenced by comparative advertising, sales 

presentation and shelf placements. A market leader wants to be single company in the 

consideration set so they avoid developing psychosocial association with other 
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companies. On the other hand if you are a market follower you want to create linkage 

between you and the market leader. (Bergen & Peteraf, 2002) 

 Competition analysis stages 2.3.2

Kahaner (1997) has stated four stages of the competition analysis (  

Figure 6). These stages are planning, information collection, analyze and lastly 

dissemination. In addition market intelligence process is presented.  

  

Figure 6: Stages of competition analysis, (Kahaner, 1997) 

(1) Planning. One of the main points of this first stage is to define which 

companies will be analyzed. Secondly, the first stage determines for what 

questions this research is providing answers. For example you may want to 

find out what is the range of products and services they offer? Are their 

products or services aimed at satisfying similar target markets? Are they 

expanding or scaling down? How can I distinguish my company from my 

competitors? What are their pricing structures? What is their size?  What is 

their revenue? Thirdly, first stage defines how much resources such as time, 

money and work force can be used to execution.  (Kahaner, 1997) 

(2) Collect information. Information can be gathered from primary sources or 

secondary sources. Difference between these two is that primary data is 
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generated by yourself, whereas secondary data is generated by a third party 

for other purposes, but can be used as information source in your research. 

For example focus groups and interviews are primary sources, while 

advertisements, books, articles, annual reports, your own sales forces, sales 

brochures and competitors‟ webpages are secondary sources. Primary sources 

are more expensive than secondary sources, but primary data is always 

relevant for research. In turn, secondary sources are faster, because data is 

already generated. (Kahaner, 1997) 

(3) Analyze competitive information. When all available information is gathered 

next step is to analyze data, find strengths and weaknesses of competitors, and 

position them on market field. Analysis is based on five parts. (i) The first 

part is a product evaluation, which is compares different features of 

competitors. For example you can create a table with list of features and 

companies. (ii)  The second part is financials, where market share is most 

widely used measure of sales performance. A company with the best product 

might not have the largest market share, because someone else can has 

defined standards for a particular product or service, created popularity, or 

devoted resources to maintain their market share. However, industry sales 

figures might not be always available. (iii) The third part of the analysis aims 

to define objectives and strategies of competitors. Competitors might have 

objectives to maintain or increase market share, maximize short- or long-term 

profits, introduce technologically improved products, establish themselves as 

market leaders, protect their market shares, or develop new markets for 

existing products. These objectives could be achieve with strategies such as 

reducing prices, improved advertising, acquisition to increase market share, or 

creating new innovations. (iv) The fourth part of the analysis aims to identify 

the competition strengths and weaknesses. A purpose of strength and 

weakness definition is to provide information to develop an effective counter 

strategy for your company. This can be carried out by creating a simple chart 

to list all competitors with strengths and weaknesses. (v) The last part of the 

competition analysis is to evaluate if there are any other factors to consider. 

Other factor can be for example new player, even though they have not yet 

captured significant market share. New players usually bring new ideas, 
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solutions or innovations to market. Other factor can also be future 

competition. You can try to analyze which companies are closest rivals in five 

years. If you bring a new product to markets you could estimate how long it 

takes competitors to catch on. Credible forecast and confident long-term 

objectives might draw investors into your business. (Dutka, 1999) 

(4)  Dissemination is the last part where analyzed data is exploited. After 

conducting three previous stages you should have understanding what is your 

position in markets. A market leader dominates industry with large revenue 

and wide distribution arrangements. The market leader can focus to expanding 

the total market and try to find new customers, product market share and 

improve current offering or improve distribution. A market challenger has 

foothold on markets, but it doesn‟t dominate industry. The challenger usually 

focuses on gaining market shares from the market leader. A market follower 

has firm foothold on markets, but they don‟t have aggressive intention to 

attack on the market leader such as the previous challenger. The follower 

focuses on avoiding expensive research and development failures, 

maintaining low risk strategy and save money. The last position is a market 

specialist or a nicher, who focuses only on few selected targets and meets all 

needs of that market. (Kotler & Keller, 2009) Exploitation includes how to 

take advantage of analyzed data. Dissemination includes how information is 

presented to management. For example you can present you data as a written 

document, a slide presentation, graphs, tables or calculation. (Kahaner, 1997) 

The competition analysis model will be dynamic when it is used as part of a market 

intelligence process of software provider. Market intelligence is a process, which 

incessantly generates knowledge for business functions (Jamil;Santos;Alves;& 

Furbino, 2012). A purpose of the market intelligence process is to help to evaluate a 

welding quality management software solution without being professional of welding 

software. Anyhow basic knowledge of welding is still required. Without the market 

intelligence process competition analysis is just a cross sectional analysis where you 

analyze your competitors annually for example. You will have much better 

understanding of the market field when you are constantly aware what is going on 

and the competition analysis provides new information all the time. The market 
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intelligence process is based on determined process where new information is 

gathered, what to do when you come across with new information or a new company, 

who evaluates and updates the existing analysis, how information is provided and 

who has access to information. 

 

 Implication of competition analysis 2.4

A competitor analysis is not valuable before managers have utilized information 

provided by the analysis. This chapter discussed about implications of the competitor 

analysis and how to take the advantage of results.  

Chen (1996) has developed a framework Figure 7 to integrate the competitor analysis 

and interfirm rivalry. The framework has four blocks and they are explained next. (1) 

The first block is a competitor analysis based on market commonality and resource 

similarity as discussed in a previous chapter. (2) The second block, company needs 

three drivers of competitive behavior before engaging attacking. (Chen M.-J. , 1996) 

First, firm must be aware of interfirm relationships and action implications. 

Awareness increases when market commonality or resource similarity increases. 

Second, firm must to have motivation to act. Motivation is dependent on market 

commonality. Third driver, firm must to have capabilities to take action and it is 

influenced by resource similarity. (Lant;Milliken;& Batra, 1992) (3) The third block 

is action and response, which describes likelihood of acts. Likelihood of an attack or 

a response will increase when firm has strong drivers in the second block. (4) The 

fourth block is an outcome from previous blocks. The outcome can be changes in 

organizational behavior or effects of rivalry. According to Upson et al. (2012) attacks 

and withdrawals can play a significant role in nature of rivalry between firms. Finally 

there is a loop back to top, which brings feedback to managers and it‟s followed by a 

next round over and over again. (Chen M.-J. , 1996) 
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Figure 7: An integrated framework of competitor analysis and interfirm rivalry (Chen, 1996) 

Chen (1996) and Bergen & Peteraf (2002) developed a framework Figure 7) which 

was explained in previous chapter. You can implicate the framework by four ways. 

First, the framework can help you to recognize competition outside of the traditional 

product market boundaries. Second, the framework can help you to keep track of 

competitors‟ moves on the grid of Figure 5. If competitor gains new resources or 

targets to new markets you can see from the grid how does it effects on competition. 

Third, you can use it to take advantages of new markets or opportunities by locating 

competitors on the grid and evaluating where would you like to move or expand. 

Fourth, the framework can be used to design a strategy to make changes in  

customers‟ awareness set or consideration set.  

Similarly with Chen (1996) and Bergen & Peteraf (2002) Ingram (2015) states four 

ways to take advantage of the competition analysis. First is to find and reveal market 

gaps by creating competitor maps. You can create maps with different ranges of 

attributes such as prices, features, customization, segment etc. Secondly, the 

competition analysis can be used to reveal direction where competitors are heading. 

However, you need to remember not to cross legal boundaries. Thirdly, the 

competition analysis can be used to find new trends. This helps you differentiate your 

products from competitors. Lastly, you can use the competition analysis to 

understand value offering of your competitors by asking customers what do they 

think about your competitors and their products. (Ingram, 2015) 
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According to Chen, Su and Tsai (2007) competitive tension level varies between each 

rival. They add that competitive moves or attacks are more likely when tension level 

is high. In cases of when a focal firm is superior compared to other Bergen and 

Peteraf (2002) recommends the focal firm to enhance awareness of superiority. 

Awareness of the focal firm‟s superiority will remind rivals of their position and 

prevent their actions or at least make them to hesitate. In cases of the focal firm is the 

weaker firm Bergen and Peteraf (2002) suggests the focal firm to keep low profile 

and show ignorance of challenging rivals. This might save the focal firm from 

attacks. Similarly, Smith, Grimm, Gannon and Chen (1991) stated that firms will act 

more aggressively when they are threatened or competitors are visibly present. 

Second, suggestion for a weaker focal firm is to act stronger than they are in reality 

and make rivals to believe that the focal firm has credible capabilities to attack 

(Chen;Su;& Tsai, 2007).  
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3 QUALITY MANAGEMENT 

Welding quality management is a smaller part of larger entity of industrial quality 

management. Before going deeper to welding quality you should understand what 

quality is generally and what kind of impact it has on expenses. Also welding quality 

standard are cover by general quality standards.  

Welding quality management is strongly dependent on industrial quality management 

regulations. For example EU has determined quality regulations when a product or an 

industry has impact on health, safety or environment. Welding quality management 

standard are not regulation or law, but certifications can be required by customer or 

used as evidence of high quality.  (Thompson Law Group, 2011) 

 Industrial quality management 3.1

This paragraph discusses about industrial quality management.  Firstly it defines what 

quality is. The second part covers quality expenses. The third part talks about total 

quality management and the last part explains quality standards.  

 Definition of quality 3.1.1

Quality philosophy has had remarkable impact on business development and 

management, which is a backbone of the total quality management model. Today 

total quality management is part of everyday business. A definition of quality is 

dependent on perspective of quality. Haverila et al. (2009) states definition from 

customer‟s perspective as quality is ability of product or service to fulfill customer’s 

needs and expectations. This is based on customer‟s opinion of a product or service 

and it is dependent on customer‟s background and principles. Customer oriented 

business is based on customer‟s opinion of quality and it involves all functions of a 

company. From company‟s perspective customer oriented quality definition is 

difficult to implicate to managerial use, so Haverila et al. (2009) defined quality for 

companies as quality is product fulfilling standard requirements and specifications. 

This definition determines quality univocally, with clear criteria and boundaries. 

Acceptable and unacceptable products can be easily defined by product specification 

and standard requirements. Concrete definition supports companies to control their 
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manufacturing process and developing product quality. (Haverila;Uusi-

Rauva;Kouri;& Miettinen, 2009) 

Customer oriented quality can be specified more accurately with quality factors. 

Quality factors are product features or attributes, which supports customers in 

decision making. Quality factors vary between different product types like groceries 

and high tech items. Examples of quality attributes of a product are performance, 

reliability, usability, maintenance, required standards, brand and appearance. 

Examples of quality attributes of a service are reliability, empathy (or customer care), 

environment and experience. (Haverila;Uusi-Rauva;Kouri;& Miettinen, 2009) 

Process quality of a company defines the end quality of a product and customer 

satisfaction. This is why quality should be built to be a part of the entire company. In 

the end process quality is based on management and culture of the company. Figure 8 

describes how product quality is based on quality of operation. Operation quality is 

formed by three factors which are work, process and material. In turn operation 

quality is based on quality of the company. Company‟s quality is formed by structure, 

organization, management, human resources and manufacturing equipment.  

 

Figure 8: Process and product quality.  (Haverila et al. 2009) 
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Lecklin and Laine (2009) states six technical elements of quality. (1) The first 

element is product attributes, which includes reliability, durability, performance and 

versatility. In service attributes are qualitative and more difficult measure such as 

perceived experience. (2) The second element is correctness or flawless, which aims 

to have zero faulty products or some methods allows three faults in one million items. 

(3) Customer satisfaction is the third element, because customers have been seen as 

final judges of quality. Products are made for customers and they have the money so 

it‟s important to hear their opinion. (4) The fourth element is cost efficiency, which is 

based on eliminating unnecessary phases from manufacturing processes and paper 

work. Both internal and external expenses are minimized while quality is optimized. 

(5) The fifth element is products suitability for use. Product attributes should match 

with customer‟s needs and expectations. Product design plays key role here and you 

can have multiple designs for different segments. (6) The last element is small 

dispersion. Standards usually set product specific limit values or ranges of values 

which are acceptable for product. Limits might regard values such as temperature, 

density, voltage, etc. Values can be recorded and statistically analyzed to improve 

quality. 

 Quality expenses 3.1.2

According to Crosby (1986) high quality leads to competitive edge by cost efficiency. 

Higher performance and credibility leads to better image of the company. Better 

image leads further to higher prices and market share. In the end costs decreases 

based on economic of scale and finally profit of the company increases. Generally 

companies with high quality products are more profitable than their competitors. 

Quality expense is a cost based on bad quality and quality control. Quality expenses 

are used to analyze impact of quality deviation and it is usually carried out before a 

beginning of quality development process. Unfortunately, quality expenses don‟t 

include indirect expenses such as unsatisfied customers, lost deals or decreased brand 

value.  Quality expenses can be labeled in four categories. (1) Expenses of 

preventative work are formed by education and process development. (2) Monitoring 

expenses secure high quality of process or manufacture. (3) Internal quality expenses 

are caused by faulty or rejected products. (4) External quality expenses are based on 
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damage caused by faulty product and compensations. Typically quality expenses are 

high at the beginning when all investments are made and number of deviations is 

high. In two to three years expenses decrease and quality is increases which allows 

you to loosen up your control and monitoring. (Haverila;Uusi-Rauva;Kouri;& 

Miettinen, 2009)  

 Total quality management 3.1.3

Overall total quality management involves all functions in a company.  Total quality 

management is based on five elements. (1) Customer orientation is one of the most 

important elements. Customer orientation can be understood as maximization of 

customer‟s perceived value by company‟s resources. Product development is 

focusing on fulfilling needs of customer with minimal expenses. When company is 

planning its operations and processes there are two questions to answer: (i) Does the 

new feature add value for customer and is she/he ready to pay extra for it?; (ii) Is the 

value adding process maximized? (2) Commitment of employees is significant part of 

total quality management and development. Total quality management aims to 

develop all functions in company and it also concerns development of human 

resources.  (3) The third element is team work. Modern manufacturing can be very 

demanding, because of advanced technology in products and processes. Team work 

enables you to control total quality. Every employee participating to particular 

process is responsible of quality and its development. (4) The fourth element is 

development and education of human resource. Education is a central part of 

increasing quality and developing motivation or attitudes. Employees should have 

comprehensive understanding of problem solving and quality development methods. 

There usually occurs resistance when implementing changes to old processes. 

Resistance can be decreased by increasing employees‟ knowledge and participation 

in development process. (5) The last element is continuous improvement which is 

based on small incremental improvements of processes. Each step will be refined to 

perfection. Even tiniest improvements will have a significant impact is larger scale. 

Also statistical quality management methods are used to support improvement 

process. Continuous improvement decreases employees‟ resistance against radical 

changes. (Lecklin & Laine, 2009) 
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 Quality standards 3.1.4

According to Haverila et al. (2009) standard defines content and objectives of quality 

management, control and development. A purpose of standard is to determine 

required processes and principles to secure acceptable quality and fields where you 

can implicate standards. A company which fulfills all standard requirements can 

apply for a certification granted by authorities. Companies can use their certificates to 

convince customers to believe that supplier fulfills all requirements in manufacturing 

and quality control. (Haverila et al. 2009; Lecklin & Laine, 2009)  

The International Organization of Standardization (ISO) is a global federation of 

national standard bodies. A purpose of ISO is to develop and publish international 

standards. One of the key standards in quality management is ISO 9000 that includes 

various aspects of quality management. ISO 9000 standard family aims to support 

companies to ensure their high quality products by providing guidance and tools to 

meet customer requirement and needs. At the same time quality is continuously 

developed.  ISO 9000 family includes four standards: (1) ISO 9001:2008 - set out the 

requirements of a quality management system, (2) ISO 9001:2005 – cover the basic 

concepts and language, (3) ISO 9001:2009 – focuses on how to make a quality 

management system more efficient and effective, and (4) ISO 19011:2011 – set out 

guidance on internal and external audits of quality management systems. 

(International Organization of Standardization, ISO 9000 - Quality management, 

2015) 

In practice quality control manifests as increasing documentation requirements. 

Development of quality system usually takes more than two years and then you will 

need to have an audit to get a certification. The certification is not the same thing as 

high quality. It‟s more like capability to do high quality, which can vary over time. 

Quality development doesn‟t stop after certification has been granted. Instead it is an 

endless process to improve quality system even further. (Haverila;Uusi-

Rauva;Kouri;& Miettinen, 2009) 
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 Welding quality management  3.2

This paragraph focuses on welding quality management. It focuses on why welding 

quality management is needed. Moreover, it focuses on standards which are created 

to secure high welding quality in practice. 

What is welding quality management? Why welding quality management is needed? 

What means EN 1090-2 and ISO 3838? This chapter answers to these questions. The 

first part is focusing on why welding quality management is needed. The second part 

is focusing on standards which are created to secure high welding quality in practice.  

 Purpose of welding quality management 3.2.1

Welding quality management is needed to secure strength and reliability of 

structures. Still, Speck and Pereira (2004) carried out a study which shows that 

welding quality decreases significantly when welders are not expecting work to be 

inspected. Welds are usually one of the most critical parts of construction, because if 

welds fail it is likely that the whole structure fails. Failed welds in a ship, a bridge or 

a wind turbine can cause catastrophic damages. Luckily over 60 years long 

development and research process has provided reliable and consistent welding 

techniques. Consistent welding is based on classified society rules, welding 

procedure qualification, welder certification and welding monitoring and controlling. 

However, welding process will time to time create distortion, because of localized 

heat creates fusion of metals. Distortion might cause problems with strength, stiffness 

and appearance of construction. (Moore, 2009)  

One of the purposes of welding quality management is to recognize flaws and defects 

in welds. There are three different types of weld flaws. (1) The first type is planar 

flaw, which includes cracks, lack of fusion or penetration, undercut or overlap. (2) 

The second type is volumetric flaw which covers porosity and slag inclusions. (3) 

The third type is weld shape flaws such as misalignment or incorrect profile. The 

most severe and dangerous flaws are structural flaws such as cracks, lack of fusion or 

penetration, or undercut. The least critical flaws are gas and slug inclusion and weld 

shape flaws.  (Moore, 2009) 

To minimize flaws and secure consistent quality there are instructions or guides 

called welding procedure specification (WPS). WPS is a written document that 
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provides information how to create a weld that meets all mechanical requirements. 

Moore Jr. (2010) likes to talk about a welding “recipe” to describe the purpose of 

WPS in welding process, because WPS needs to be as detailed as a cooking recipe. 

All the information welder needs during process must be included to WPS, but still it 

requires welder to know basics of welding. First WPS tells welder which welding 

process is used. Welder should know which materials are being welded and what is 

filler metal. If shielding gas is required WPS tell welder which gas is suitable, what is 

flow rate and a nozzle. Welder should know is it a fillet weld or groove weld and in 

case of groove weld WPS tells what groove angle and groove opening are used. 

There are three types of WPS. First, there is WPS that has been tested many times 

and then it has been validated. This is time consuming, the most accurate WPS and 

more expensive than others. Second, there is WPS that has been prequalified based 

on its good history. There are some materials and processes which have good history 

and they are proved to have good weldability. Prequalified WPS can be used to save 

time and money. Third type of WPS is standard welding procedure specification 

(SWPS). Welder can buy SWPS from American Welding Society for example. These 

WPSs are based on tests performed by various contractors and fabricators. SWPS can 

be used to minimize cost, but there are also limits on their application. (Moore Jr., 

2010) 

Before WPS is qualified is goes through non-destructive testing (NDT). NDT secures 

high welding quality by approving WPS after structural tests. A purpose of NDT is to 

find discontinuities or differences in characteristics without breaking a weld by 

inspections, tests or evaluation of materials, components or assemblies. NDT is used 

in manufacturing processes to ensure material and components are qualified. During 

construction NDT is used to ensure quality of materials and joining process during 

fabrication. After welding, NDT is used to ensure that materials still have qualified 

structure. Most used NDT methods are magnetic particle testing, liquid penetrant 

testing, radiographic testing, ultrasonic testing, electromagnetic testing and visual 

testing. (The American Society for Nondestructive Testing, 2015) All starts with 

written preliminary weld procedure specification (pWPS). Then the test piece is 

welded according to pWPS. Third, the test piece goes through NDT and mechanical 

tests to validate the strength, ductility, toughness and the presence or absence of 
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defects. WPS is qualified if the test piece achieves satisfying results from NDT and 

mechanical tests. (Moore, 2009) 

Also the welder needs qualification for the job just like WPS. Welder qualification 

secures high welding quality by certifying welders are skilled for the job. Each 

welder must have a certification that defines what types of welds he/she is skilled or 

qualified to do. The welder will have a certification after he/she has done a test weld 

with supervisor and results have been satisfying. The test piece needs approval from 

visual examination, NDT, mechanical tests, fillet break test, cross weld tensile test 

and bend test. (Moore, 2009) 

Repairing bad welds is possible, but can be even ten times more expensive than 

original weld (see Figure 10, pg 43). Welding quality management reduces repairing 

cost by securing higher quality in the first place. It is important to understand why 

certain defect occurred, so same mistakes can be avoided in repair and in the future. 

Most of the defects are caused by a welder or closeness between materials. 

Sometimes it is better for structural integrity not to repair a flaw if it doesn‟t cause 

risk of structural failure. (Moore, 2009) 

 Welding quality standards 3.2.2

Welding quality management is strongly based on standard requirement created by 

committee of experts from different fields of a particular industry.  American welding 

Society simply states standard as “a document used repeatedly as a rule, guideline or 

definition”.  (American Welding Society, 2015) 

One of the key standards in welding quality management is ISO 3834-2, where 

quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic materials are outlined 

comprehensively both in a workshop and at a field installation.  ISO 3834 is based on 

five parts and 3834-2 is a second part of it. Part 1 includes criteria for the selection of 

the appropriate level of quality requirements. Part 2 includes comprehensive quality 

requirements. Part 3 covers standard quality requirements. Part 4 contains elementary 

quality requirements. Finally, part 5 includes documents with which it is necessary to 

conform to claim conformity to the quality requirements of ISO 3834-2. ISO 3834-2 

defines requirements for welding personnel, equipment, welding & related activities, 

sub-contracting, welding consumables, storage of parent materials, post-weld heat 
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treatment, inspection & testing, non-conformance & corrective actions, calibration & 

validation of measuring inspection & testing equipment, identification & traceability, 

and lastly quality records. Next few points to highlight from 3834-2, which are 

important for welding quality management software. Welding personnel part 

determines manufacturer to have competent welders, appropriate tests and welder 

coordinator person. Inspection and testing personnel part determines manufacturer 

have competent inspectors and appropriate testing for them. Welding & related 

activities includes production planning, welding procedure specification, qualification 

of the welding procedure, work instructions, and procedures for preparation and 

control of documents. Inspection and testing part determines inspections before, 

during and after welding. Identification and traceability defines all document required 

for full traceability. Quality records part lists all required documents for project 

documentation. (International Organization of Standardization, ISO 3834-2:2005, 

2015) 

Another key standard in welding quality management is EN 1090-2, which defines 

technical requirements for steel structures. EN means that standard is qualified in 

European Union. The purpose of EN 1090-2 is to ensure satisfying mechanical 

strength, stability, usability of steel structures. Standard is formed by seven parts. 

Parts are (1) preparing and assembly, (2) welding, (3) mechanical fastening, (4) 

installation, (5) finishing and coating, (6) geometrical tolerances and (7) inspection, 

testing and repairing. More specific welding part is based on seven requirements. 

First there are (i) welding equipment and (ii) welding process requirements according 

particular WPS. (iii) Third is monitoring and inspection before, during and after 

welding process. Visual inspection is supplemented with NDT and width of NDT is 

determined in EN 1090-2 standard. (iv) Next there are welds and their acceptance and 

(v) inspection of welding equipment. (vi) Sixth there are qualification of welder and 

welding inspector. Qualification of the welder requires renewal of certification in 

every six months. Inspector needs a certification to carry out NDT, but visual testing 

can be carried out by anyone who can be proved to be qualified for task, without a 

specific certification. (vii) Last is welding process documentation which includes 

documents from all six requirements above. (EN 1090-2, 2010) 
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There are also other standards such as American Welding Society (AWS), American 

Society of Mechanical Engineering (ASME), Canadian Standards Association, 

British Standards, German Standards and many more. This thesis concentrates mostly 

on ISO (international) and EN (European Union).  
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4 WELDING QUALITY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE SOLUTION 

This chapter concentrates on explaining what is welding quality management 

software solution and why it is needed. Firstly it discusses about solutions for 

welding quality management and what things drive companies to buy software 

solutions to secure high quality. The second part of this chapter explains the structure 

of software solution and how industrial technology is combined with commercial 

knowledge to form complete solutions. The third part describes how a welding 

software solution should be integrated to be a part of welding company and how it 

creates value for both a welding company and an end customer. The last part 

discusses about how the software solution affects quality expenses.  

 Solution for welding quality management 4.1

Welding is a key part of fabrication process, but it has not kept up with technological 

development in recent years. Welding documentation needs to cover requirements 

and it is still mostly carried out by manual and many companies have developed their 

own noncommercial solution. Welding quality management software is a solution to 

secure high quality, reliability of welds and documentation. The software solution 

increases operation quality, which is based on quality of work, process and materials 

(see Figure 8). Operation quality leads further to product quality. Value of solution 

comes from overall control of entire welding process, which includes managing 

WPS, welder qualification, NDT, monitoring welding parameters and documenting 

every detail of whole process. Documentation allows you to track down all detail 

about welds, such as who welded it, what were parameters during welding and which 

WPS they were using. However, smaller companies do not want to so broad solution 

and they choose to have only a smaller part of the whole solution. There are many 

welding quality management software solutions, but moreover there are also many 

companies who have solved their needs by using general software such a text editor 

program. If markets don‟t have to offer suitable solutions companies can develop and 

program their own software solution. These software development processes can be 

time consuming and expensive, but they are exactly designed for the particular 

company and software can be customized easily. (Mortensen, 2010) 
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A welding quality management solution can have outsider or insider driver for higher 

quality. First, the outsider driver is based on to fulfill standard requirements such as 

ISO 3834, EN 1090, AWS or ASME. Requirements can be determined by law or an 

end customer. For example software can be used to fulfill 3834-2 standard 

requirements. First, software fulfills welder personnel qualification by keeping record 

of qualified welders and sending notification when qualifications are close to 

expiration date. Second, software supports welding company to meet requirements of 

welding and related activities by enabling user to create, edit and print production 

plans, WPSs, qualifications of the welding procedure, work instructions and 

procedures for preparation. Third, software supports welding company to fulfill 

inspection and testing requirements by enabling user to create, edit and print 

inspection templates, such as NDT. Fourth, software can monitor if a welder follows 

determined welding procedure specification by comparing welding parameter to 

given WPS. Fifth, software can help a welding company to create full project 

documentation by gathering all documents to one complete package. Fulfilling 

standard requirement welding companies can prove for end customers that they are 

offering high quality.  

Second, the inside driver is company‟s own desire to produce higher quality. Reason 

for inside driver can be to fully satisfied customer or reduced expenses when defects 

are decreased and deviation is minimized. A welding quality software solution 

matches with six elements of quality as Lecklin and Laine (2009) states.  

(1) Welding quality management software increases reliability and durability of 

welded products. Software monitors welding parameters and alerts if 

parameters are not in acceptable range. 

(2) A software solution secures high quality by reducing defects and aims to zero 

faulty products. Similar to previous, software monitors welding parameters 

and alerts if parameters are not in acceptable range. This leads to fewer faulty 

products. 

(3) Third element is customer satisfaction which is consequence of elements one 

and two. Customer satisfaction is based on quality of products. 
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(4) The software solution aims to higher quality and zero faulty products, which 

lead to decreased expenses when materials are not wasted, and welders are not 

wasting time with repairs.  

(5) The software solution secures welding products fulfill customer‟s quality 

expectations and needs. The software solution makes sure that customer‟s 

products are manufactured as designed.  

(6) Lastly welding quality management software secures small dispersion and 

each weld is similar with others. When there is range for acceptable 

parameters products will not significantly differ from each other. 

 Structure of welding quality management software solution 4.2

A structure of  a welding quality management software solution is based on 

development process where industrialization, commercialization and a solution 

platform is combined to create one complete solution. The structure of the solution is 

based on Storbacka‟s (2011) twelve capabilities which are explained next and then 

presented in Figure 9. 

(1) Value research has come to conclusion that welding quality management 

could be automated. Automation would cover managing WPS, welder 

qualification, NDT reports, documentation and monitoring welding 

parameters. Previously these tasks were handled manually. 

(2) The solution offers value to welding company when software solves customer 

problem to manage welding quality and the software solution is much faster 

and more reliable than previous solutions. 

(3) The software solution enables welding company to create value when end-

customer‟s products are produced with higher quality and safety is increased 

by full traceability. 

(4) Most solution production has been designed to be as efficient as possible by 

modular structure of solution. Modules allow welding company to decide how 

large software they want to have.  

(5) Value of the software solution can be quantified by amount of deviation in 

welding process, number of repaired welds, or amount of waste materials. 
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(6) Software configuration aims to customer specific solution. A modular 

structure allows software provider roughly specify solution for welding 

company‟s needs. More specified solution requires changes on programming 

code. 

(7) Value delivery can be verified through testing the software solution in 

practical use. Value delivery verification is long term process and it will 

continue after the solution delivered. A purpose of value delivery verification 

is to ensure the customer will achieve value also in future.  

(8) Solution delivery can differ between solutions. Large software solutions 

might require a software provider to implement the solution to a welding 

company. Other smaller software can be downloaded from Internet and the 

welding company is capable to install it by itself.  

Last four capabilities are a part of the solution platform. Their purpose is to provide 

support for the software solution and they are usually invisible for customer. 

(9) Strategic planning defines if welding quality management software is targeted 

to industry of automotive, gas & oil, steel structure, pressure vessel, cranes, 

power plant or something else. It also defines sales objectives and controls 

risks of solution 

(10) Management system manages the software solution. A purpose of 

management is to get right people to talk together, defined what everyone is 

doing, define metric to measure progress of software solution. 

(11) Infrastructure supports for management by providing information for 

management. Information can include market trends, new competitors or 

other changes not only in welding industries but changes also in end-customer 

segments such oil & gas, power plants or pressure vessels. Also legal support 

and customer relationship management are part of infrastructure support. 

(12) Human resource management is responsible to get skilled people to work for 

software provider. For example a software provider needs sales forces that are 

professionals in welding and able to discuss and understand customer‟s 

advanced welding technology.  
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Figure 9: Framework of Welding Quality Managment Software Solution 

 Total welding quality management as part of company 4.3

A welding quality management software solution is not valuable if it is not integrated 

to company‟s operation and behavior culture. Integration of a welding quality 

management software solution to a welding company requires five elements (Lecklin 

& Laine, 2009). Without efficient integration value will not be delivered to an end 

customer.  

(1) A welding company is focusing on maximizing created value for their 

customer. When the welding company is buying the welding quality 

management software solution they need to evaluate if customer is ready pay 

extra for it. A customer will get higher quality, reliability and full traceability. 

Sometimes these attributes are so important for customer that they require 

welding company to use these software solutions.  

(2)  Integration requires commitment from all levels of the company. If welders 

are using a lot of time and effort to gather information for top level, but they 

don‟t take time to look provided information, then welders are just wasting 

their time. Or other way round top level has promised to offer full traceability 
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of welding, but welders are not providing information, then top level has 

empty promises.  

(3) The welding company and the customer will not have full value of offering 

without flawless teamwork. High quality, reliability and traceability are 

possible only if every welder every time use welding quality management 

software.  

(4) If welders don‟t understand all their work is monitored for securing high 

quality and offering higher value for customer, they feel like their bosses are 

only looking for opportunity to fire them. Software integration requires 

education on top, middle and floor level in order to ensure everyone is on 

board to offer higher value. Without education integration faces resistance 

from employees. 

(5) If the welding company is aiming to maximize value offering they need 

continuously develop their welding process. Every step is refined to 

perfection. For example if welders see that there is possibility to weld with 

even smaller range of acceptable parameters, the company could decrease 

deviation by resetting range of acceptable parameters. Also all feedback from 

software users supports software provider in their development process. 

 Solution for quality expenses 4.4

A welding quality management software solution is not only used to secure high 

quality, but it is also used to control expenses. Welding quality expenses are based on 

education, monitoring, internal quality and external quality. The software solution 

itself will cause expenses, but they are easier control and more predictable than 

hazardous welding quality expenses. (Haverila;Uusi-Rauva;Kouri;& Miettinen, 2009) 

(1) Welding quality management software can be used to educate welder. A 

monitoring system can alert welder when welding parameters are not in 

acceptable range. Over time welder will learn to produce higher quality.  

(2) T software solution can be used to monitor welding quality automatically. 

(3) Internal quality expenses are decreased by reducing waste material and 

welders are not wasting time with repairs. 
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(4) External quality expenses are based on damages caused by faulty products or 

compensation. The software solution reduces number of faulty products and 

minimizes risk of damages at customer‟s use.  

Figure 10 describes increased cost of missed weld or defect based on manufacturing 

stage where manufacturer notice the fault and you can see how early noticed mistake 

is significantly cheaper to fix. If the defect is noticed in first two stage is doesn‟t 

cause much of harm. Welders can easily repair the weld. It takes little bit time and 

expenses are minimal. If the defect is noticed in paint, the welder must be called back 

to work. A manufacturer must redo welding, polishing, refining, and painting. Most 

likely the product has not been sent to customer yet, but time is wasted. If the defect 

is found in assembly it causes redoing all previous phases again and the manufacturer 

might have to dissemble parts of larger structure. Now manufacturer‟s and its 

customer‟s time is wasted and it requires rescheduling. If the defect is noticed in field 

or customer claims liability cost can be anything. In the worst case scenario bad weld 

can cause collapse of a structure such as a bridge, a ship or a wind mill. It can even 

cause casualties and expenses are extremely high.   

 

Figure 10: Cost of a missed weld or defect. (Miller Welds, 2015) 
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 Summary of theoretical background 4.5

A purpose of this study is to create a dynamic model for competitor analysis and then 

carry out the analysis. Before you can carry out the competition analysis of welding 

quality management software you need to understand what are competition, solution 

marketing and welding quality management separately. All these three elements were 

discussed in previous chapters and here is brief summary of theory (Figure 11). 

 

Figure 11: Summary of theoretical background 

The competition analysis is focusing on building comprehensive understanding of 

rivalry and interactive market behavior. A purpose of the competition analysis is to 

determine existing and potential competitors, identify strengths and weaknesses of 

competitors, and provide information to build competitive strategy in your target 

market. Four stages of competition analysis are conduct research, gather competitive 

information, analyze competitive information and lastly determine your own 

competitive position.  
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Analyzing competitors requires understanding of forces influencing to competition. 

There are five forces, which are bargaining power of customer, bargaining power of 

supplier, threat of new entrants, threat of substitutes and competition on existing 

markets with rivalries. Five forces pay good attention to existing and upcoming 

competitors while recognizing forces coming from suppliers and buyers.  

Welding quality management software is a complete solution so the competitor 

analysis of software requires understanding of solution business generally. A solution 

can provide a product and service as one complete solution and it is usually 

customized to for customers need specifically. The solution aims to increase 

customer‟s value creation process or the solution can take over whole value creation 

process entirely. Solution development is based combining knowledge and skills of 

industrialization and commercialization. Industrialization provides product and 

service for solution, while commercialization makes sure markets are ready for new 

solution. Industrialization and commercialization is completed by a solution platform 

which provides supporting operations. 

The third element of welding quality management software is obviously welding 

quality management. Welding quality management aims to secure high quality of 

welds (inner driver), which leads to higher reliability of structures as in ships, cranes, 

bridges and power stations. Reliability leads to a second driver, which is standard 

(outer driver). Welding quality management software can be used to secure high 

reliability, but often it is used to meet required standards. The second inner driver for 

welding quality management is to control and decrease expenses by reducing defects 

in welds and minimizing deviation.  
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5 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This master‟s thesis develops a competition analysis model and then the model is 

used in a case study. Thesis has been conducted according to the principles of 

qualitative research. First this chapter explains essence of qualitative research. 

Secondly, a case study method is discusses. The third part concentrates on validation 

and reliability. The last part discusses about methods of data collection and  an 

analysis.  

 Qualitative research 5.1

There are two main research approaches which can be used to conduct research. 

These two approaches are quantitative and qualitative. Quantitative approach can be 

determined as numerical research, which explains phenomena by using mathematical 

statistics and analysis. Quantitative approach requires measurable variables to 

provide results. Yilmaz (2013) defines qualitative approach as “an emergent, 

inductive, interpretive and naturalistic approach to the study of people, cases, 

phenomena, social situations and processes in their natural settings in order to 

reveal in descriptive terms the meaning that people attach to their experiences of the 

world”. The basic idea is that knowledge is dependent of person‟s perspective and it 

is socially constructed. Same phenomena can be experience in different ways, 

because of differences in social cultures, experiences, world view and value system. 

Qualitative approach search answers to questions what, how and why. Approach 

assumes that phenomena, cases, processes, circumstances, individuals and their 

behavior are unique. Qualitative studies are dependent on context and they cannot be 

generalized. Results cannot be separated from context and a researcher should tell if 

there are personal or professional impacts factors on data collection, an analysis and 

interpretations, because he/she should avoid making biased judgment. All cases in 

qualitative approach are carefully and purposefully selected.  The researcher should 

have close contact with the research object when gathering data. Qualitative data is 

detailed, rich, complex and extensive. Data analysis is time consuming and usually it 

takes time as much as data collection. Qualitative approach covers wide range of 

research methodologies and strategies, such as a descriptive study, a field research, a 

case study, ethnography, biographical method, participant observation, oral history, 
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life history, grounded theory, an action research and a narrative inquiry to 

phenomenological research. (Yilmaz, 2013) 

 Case study method 5.2

The research method selection is based how appropriately the method is able to 

answer to formulated research questions. A case study is preferred when (i) “how” or 

“why” questions are used, (ii) the researcher doesn‟t have control over phenomenon, 

or (iii) the concentration is on a current phenomenon within real-life context. One of 

the challenges is case study‟s the richness and extensiveness of real-life context. 

There can be infinite number of variable and you need to choose which are most 

important to set under scrutiny. The case study helps researcher to maintain holistic 

and meaningful characteristics of real-life phenomenon such as organizational and 

managerial processes or international relations. Generally a goal of the case study is 

to collect, analyze and present data fairly. (Yin, 2009, p. 2) In business case studies 

are often quite practical and possible even normative. The case study research can be 

conducted no matter if business is successful or unsuccessful. (Eriksson & 

Kovalainen, 2008, p. 115) Case study designs can be divided into two groups, which 

are single-case studies and multiple-case studies. More closely there are five different 

types of single-case studies, which are the critical-case, the unique case, the 

representative case, revelatory case and the longitudinal case. (Yin, 2009, p. 46) 

There are three reasons why the case study has been selected as research method for 

this thesis. Firstly, the study aims to find answer for question such as “how to carry 

out competition analysis?” and the case study has good basics for explanatory or 

descriptive research.  Secondly, this study doesn‟t have any control over welding 

quality management software solution markets. Thirdly, research focus is on real-life 

context of welding quality management software markets. The case study is popular 

in business research, because business always occurs in real-life context. In this thesis 

the single-case study method was used, because there is only one case. From different 

types of single-case studies designs revelatory case design was selected because of it 

is suitable for circumstances where phenomenon has not been studies yet. In this case 

welding quality management software markets were previously unfamiliar and there 
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wasn‟t previous competition analysis model for this particular market. Figure 12 

presents methodological outline of the research.  

 

Figure 12: The research methodological outline 

 Validity and reliability 5.3

Validity and reliability are measures which describe quality of research. Reliability 

describes consistency of research. Other words do you get same results always when 

the study is conducted in same circumstances. However, measuring reliability of 

research can be challenging, because case studies are dependent on context and they 

cannot be generalized, especially when this thesis contains only a one case study. 

(Yilmaz, 2013) 

In this study reliability is increased by gathering data from both primary and 

secondary sources. Secondary data was gathered first and then primary data was used 

to complete data collection.  For example, companies present their software solutions 

as perfect as possible, but customer interviews will tell you also about disadvantages, 

which are not brought up by software providers.  
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Validity can be corresponded to credibility, trustworthiness and authenticity in 

qualitative research. Validity means that the findings of the study are accurate and 

true from a point of view of researcher, participant and readers. (Creswell & Miller, 

2000) Validity increase can be challenging, but it can be done by clearly stating 

objectives of research, circumstances and interests for audience. Secondly, selection 

of the case study should be defined and why it is appropriate research method. Third 

factor to increase validity is to clearly present and explain results of study. This 

includes collection of data, analysis of data and conclusions. Finally, author or 

researcher should illustrate if there are possible influencing factors, such as 

researchers own attributions or opinions. One possible influencer is achieved 

knowledge or learning during research study. (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008, p. 203) 

In this study validity is increased at the beginning where objectives are clearly stated 

by two research question and explanations of objectives. Cross-sectional research 

questions are selected because they are appropriate for this study and schedule. The 

first research question (RQ1) is explanatory, while in turn the RQ2 is more 

descriptive. Secondly, the research gap and the purpose this this study is explicated in 

chapter 1.1, which explains for audience why this research is important. In addition, 

methodology chapter explains selection of the case study method and discusses 

appropriateness of method. At the end of study results are discussed in-depth and 

research questions are clearly answered and limitations are presented. 

 Methods of data collection and analysis 5.4

There two types of data sources, which are primary source and secondary source. 

Primary data has been generated in order to create data for this specific research. For 

example primary data source can be a focus group, an interview or a survey. 

Advantages of primary data are researcher‟s control of quality, method and selection 

of data and method will provide data specifically for his/her study. In turn, secondary 

sources are information sources which have been previously gathered by someone 

else and purpose of data collection has not been this particular research. For example 

secondary data can be website, advertisements, sales brochures, annual or financial 

reports, previous researches or news. One of the main advantages of secondary data 

source is its time efficiency, when data has been already collected. Second advantage 
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of secondary source is its cost efficiency. Use of secondary data will cost less than 

generating primary data. (Sørensen, Sabroe, & Olsen, 1996) 

Use of electronic research has increased as fast as information technology has 

developed. Electronic research refers to activities which are conducted by personal 

computers, mobile phones and other new technologies. Electronical research is based 

on three categories, which are (i) research literature, such as articles, conference 

papers and working papers in electronic media such as Internet, USB flash memory 

or CD, (2) existing electronic material such as annual reports, marketing materials, 

company websites, blogs and social media, which are mostly in Internet and (3) 

material produced by information communication technology users in order to 

provider information for specific research study (e.g. e-mail interviews, web-based 

inquiries or electronic focus group). (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008, p. 96) 

The theoretical data of this thesis was collected from academic journals, books and 

websites. Electronical sources were key part of theoretical research. This research has 

paid attention to quality of information sources and usefulness of information. 

Research has preferred to find articles from globally recognized journals and books. 

Secondly, information has been search from other journals, and finally from websites. 

Nearly all theoretical information was found from scientifically valid sources.  

The empirical data of this thesis was collected from secondary and primary sources. 

One of the most used data collection method in empirical study was electronic 

research. Secondary sources were used to become familiar with existing researches 

and to gather information about companies on welding quality management software 

markets. Competition analysis data is mainly based on website presentations from 

software providers. Because solution providers are likely unwilling to be primary 

data sources, secondary sources are mainly used to carry out information collection. 

This research generated primary data to complete information gathered from 

secondary sources and to increase reliability of this thesis. Primary data generation 

was carried out by interviewing welding quality management software solution users.  
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6 FRAMEWORK FOR DYNAMIC COMPETITION ANALYSIS 

MODEL OF WELDING QUALITY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 

SOLUTION 

Because welding quality management software business is new and still under 

development it is not clear which companies are competitors and what type of 

segments exist in markets. Each software solution is individual. There is broad 

variation between software solutions and they all have different features. A software 

solution comparison is difficult when you don‟t know what features or attributes you 

should compare. If you know features how do you evaluate these companies. How 

can a new person evaluate new companies when he/she has not been around when 

previous companies were evaluated?  

Urge to know players in welding quality management software markets and variation 

between solutions has led to a decision to develop a dynamic competitor analysis 

model for welding quality management software. This model also helps everyone to 

evaluate new companies based on defined features. The model is based on four 

stages, which are conduct research, collect information, analyze information and 

define position and dissemination. The model is called dynamic because it is part of 

market intelligence process, where a competitor analysis can be updated anytime. 

 Conduct research 6.1

Conduct a research is a first stage of the competition analysis and it is based on three 

parts. First there is definition of objectives. Secondly, you need to search for 

companies. The last part is to define resources used to research. 

 Define objectives 6.1.1

When you are defining objectives you select which questions you want to have 

answers. Kahaner (1997) presented objectives generally for research in chapter 2.3.2 

and for Case Company objective could be finding answers to following questions: 

 Is software solution aiming to manage welding quality? 

 How wide is the range of different welding quality management software 

solutions? 

 How your company differs from competitors? 
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 What is revenue of whole market? 

 What is competitor‟s revenue? 

 What is software market‟s share of company‟s revenue?  

 Are software solutions providers expanding or scaling down? 

 What are their goals and strategies? 

 How wide is range of features in each software solution? 

 What is the offered value? 

 Are there any upcoming trends? 

 Select welding quality management software solutions 6.1.2

The second part of conducting research is to select or search for welding quality 

management software providers. Software solutions which are already known can be 

selected and search aims to find previously unknown software solutions. The easiest 

way to find software providers is to do an online research. You can use a search 

engine to find software providers or you can start to look if welding device 

manufacturers are providing software. The problem here is that you will find 

numerous welding software products, but only few of them are welding quality 

management software solutions.  

Solution selection in welding quality management software solution markets is not as 

simple as in traditional welding markets. A reason for it is newness of a software 

solution market, where competition has not been fully established. The market is in 

crucial turning point and competitors are observing who else is entering to this 

market. To make it even more complicated competitors are coming from three 

different directions. First there are welding device manufacturers, which are looking 

for new opportunities from software markets. Then there are software developers 

who are looking for expanding business to welding markets. Lastly, there are 

enterprise resource planning system providers who are interested to develop solutions 

for welding industry.   

In some cases you don‟t need to search, but you accidently come across with 

company, which is new for you. Companies can participate or visit in conferences 

where they can meet and discuss with various professionals of welding industry. A 
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company can also benefit their customers who are likely to know what other software 

providers have to offer. 

 Define resources 6.1.3

The third task to do in the beginning of the research is define resources. Firstly you 

need to define how much time you have to carry out the research. The time schedule 

defines how comprehensive research you will have and how deep it will go. Secondly 

you need to define how much money you can use for your research. Amount of 

money determines for example how much you can use to primary sources of 

information. Third, you need to determine human resources used to research. This 

includes how many employees will work on research and what skills or educations 

are required from researchers. 

 Information collection 6.2

The second stage of the model is to gather information of software solutions. 

Information of software solutions are based on abilities that software is capable to 

perform and in this model we are interested to know if software is capable to cover 

welding quality management tasks.  

Primary features are most important abilities in software, which determines what you 

can do with software. Welding quality management is based on five primary features, 

which are WPS management, welder qualification management, NDT, 

documentation and monitoring welding parameters. WPS, welder qualification, NDT 

and documentation are intangible features which all can be programmed into 

software. Monitoring is an only feature which requires physical connection to 

welding device on floor level and concrete component or adapter to measure welding 

parameters from actual welding process. Other words monitoring feature requires 

more than just software. Primary features are listed in chapter 6.2.1. 

Secondary features are not as important as primary features, but it provides 

competitive advantage if software has these features. Secondary features can be 

supporting or additional features. There are six secondary features and they are listed 

in chapter 6.2.2 
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Features definitions are based on three sources. Firstly, literature review revealed 

most important tasks in welding quality management. Second is online research of 

multiple welding quality management software. Every software provider has 

highlighted primary features of their software. Third source has been case interviews 

with software users. Case interviews support results from secondary sources. Primary 

data requires creating a focus group of software solution users or interviewing them 

in order to solve how welding quality management software creates value to a 

welding company and how value is delivered to customers‟ of the welding company. 

Because solution providers cannot be used as primary data source, secondary sources 

are mainly used to carry out information collection. Best secondary sources are 

software providers‟ websites where companies provide all detailed information 

regarding features of software solution. Key features are usually listed, but they are 

explained briefly which often leads to assumptions what software solutions can really 

do. Financial information such as revenues you can find from annual reports. 

Information is gathered to spreadsheet and text files. There are two reasons why data 

is gathered into format of a spreadsheet. Firstly, long list of competitors, software 

solutions and features are easy to control in a spreadsheet and information is easy to 

perceive. Secondly, information is easy to update if there are changes in grades or 

new players are entering to market. In turn, the text file contains short verbal 

description of each feature and arguments of given grades. Grading is explained later 

in this model.  

 Primary features 6.2.1

WPS feature means that software can manage, create and edit WPS documents. 

Advanced WPS management software compares WPS to standards. This can be also 

known as code checking. Feature improves control over welding procedures, saves 

time by automation, decreases human errors, cuts costs by creating WPS and 

minimizing tests. Traditionally without help of welding quality management software 

WPSs are created with a spreadsheet or a text program and managed manually in 

folders of a hard drive.  

Welder qualification feature keeps record of welders and their qualification. Software 

can remind if welder certification requires renewal. Advanced software can ensure if 

a welder is qualified for welding task by comparing welder‟s certifications to WPS or 
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standards. Feature improves management of welder qualification, enhances 

efficiency, decreases indirect expenses, and saves time by finding qualified welders 

and updating their profiles. Traditionally companies have records of welders and their 

qualifications in a spreadsheet program or binder. Traditional method requires you to 

keep eye on expiration dates, because a spreadsheet program doesn‟t remind you 

when certifications are about to expire.  

NDT feature reports results of testing. Advanced software can automatically update 

statuses of welds when they are ready for inspection and inspector can accept welds 

when they are ready. Information when weld is ready for inspection can reduce time 

of projects by allowing inspections to start right after first welds are ready and rest is 

still under progress. The feature helps companies to ensure compliance, increases 

productivity leading to saving time, and reduces cost by fast automated creation of 

NDT reports. Traditionally inspector fills its own template and archives it into 

binders or computer folders. Without automated status the welder writes down when 

weld is done and inspector calculates time when it is ready for inspection.  

Documentation feature means that you can create, edit and print single documents 

based on your welding parameters, NDT reports, etc. More advanced software can 

create, edit and print full final project documentation according to ISO 3834, which 

includes all details and aspects about full welding process. This enables full 

traceability of each weld which means that you can track all information such as a 

welder, an inspector, materials, patch numbers of each material, NDT reports, WPS, 

etc. Features decreases time of final documentation creation from hours to minutes 

leading to decreased costs and increased productivity, and supports decision making 

by providing whole welding project information in one package. Traditionally 

without software welders writes down information next weld with chalk and 

inspector collects data while inspecting each weld.  

Monitoring feature enables you to record all welding parameters such as arc time, 

voltage and current. Advanced software can compare real welding parameters to 

guideline values of WPS. The feature improves productivity and quality by indicating 

deviation leading decreased amount of welding defects, ensure quality fulfills 

requirements, expenses for energy, welding consumables, gas, production times and 
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non-productive times can be calculated. Monitoring parameters without monitoring 

software is done manually with ampere and volt meters, where an inspector collects 

random sample of welds. After measuring parameters inspector compares results to 

WPS.  

 Secondary features 6.2.2

Fleet maintenance feature enables ability to keep record of company‟s welding 

devices. More advanced software can indicate needs of welding devices such as 

repair, checking, maintenance or renewal. Traditional option for fleet maintenance is 

to update record manually. For example you can do it with a spreadsheet program or 

just filing papers into binders.  

Purchase method feature tells you if you can buy the product from dealer. Dealer 

package is so simple and easy to install that it doesn‟t require trained people to come 

over and install it for you. Some companies enable you to download software directly 

to your computer from online store. The opposite for dealer package are larger 

solutions which might require weeks or months to implement solution for customer.  

Key performance indicator is a feature which allows you to set notifications when 

something happens. You can get all key information or parameters to your phone. For 

example you can get text message or email when there is too much deviation in 

welding process or one of your machines stops working. More advanced software 

integrates key information to an enterprise resource planning system.  

Pre and post feature is quite open feature with unspecified attributes because they are 

still rare in welding management software. For example pre and post feature can 

provide documents that are useful in task before or after a welding process such as 

coating or painting.  More advanced software can help you to control pre or post 

tasks by supporting coating, painting, cutting, polishing or edging.  

Health and Safety feature will document issues regarding people‟s health or safety in 

a welding process. More advanced software monitors welding conditions for people‟s 

health and safety.  
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Last secondary feature is public references. Some companies have mentioned names 

or posted logos of companies who use their welding quality software. More advanced 

references are based on customer case stories. 

In addition there are two things which are nice to know. First is if software supplier 

manufactures welding devices or is it focused on software development. Second, if 

software is in cloud or is it installed stand-alone program.  

 Case interviews 6.2.3

Customer case interviews are used to find out most important features for customer. 

Case interviews are validated by online research, which is based on secondary data. 

Software providers have view about solutions, but it can be one-sided marketing 

material what they have published on internet. This is reason why you should have a 

second opinion about features and ask what the most important features are for 

customers. Customer will always have a slightly different view. Customer interviews 

help you to understand their needs and why are they using these software solutions. 

They also tell you what features or abilities are valuable for them. This will help you 

to define features which features are primary or secondary. 

Case Customer A is a small part of a larger energy company. Case Customer A has a 

need only for welder qualification management. They have bought small software to 

solve their need and it can offer everything they currently need. They are not 

interested of software with all primary features. 

Case Customer B is a small medium size company on machinery industry. Case 

Customer B has needs for WPS and welder qualification management. They have not 

bought any software and they are not interested to buy, because they can solve all 

they can solve all their need with a spreadsheet program. Case Company B doesn‟t 

have needs for other primary features. 

Case Customer C is a part of a large company on metal and mining industry. Case 

Company C has needs for all primary features. They have solved their needs by 

buying a welding quality management software solution which covers all primary 

features.  
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Case Customer D is a small medium size company manufacturing machinery and 

equipment. Case Company D has need for all primary features. They have bought 

software with all primary features as a solution for their needs.  

Case Customer E is a medium size company manufacturing construction and steel 

structures. They have need for WPS management, welder qualification management 

and monitoring. They don‟t have need from NDT management or documentation. 

They have bought a software solution for their needs.  

Case Customer F is a large company on energy technology industry. Case Company 

has need for all primary features. They have solved their need by developing their 

own solution. Case Company F has been interested to buy a software solution but it 

has not been as suitable as their software.  

Lastly, Case Customer G is a large manufacturer on oil and gas industry. Case 

Company G has need for four primary features excluding NDT management. They 

have bought software from market to solve their needs.  

In summary, case interviews were in-line with theoretical background and an 

electronic research based on secondary sources. There is variation in needs of 

features between case companies, but all primary features have demand. None of the 

case interviews brought up new features.  

 Analyzing competition 6.3

The third stage of the dynamic competitor analysis model is analyzing competitors. 

When you have found companies you see as competitors and you have defined 

features, next step is to find which software providers are closest competitors. The 

analysis is based on feature comparison, market share comparison, define goals and 

strategies, recognize strengths and weaknesses, and lastly evaluate forces of the 

market field. A purpose of the competitor analysis is to find out which competitors 

are closest.  

 Feature comparison 6.3.1

Feature comparison is based on calculation system which is developed for this model. 

Calculation system will grade all primary and secondary features for each company. 

Calculation point range is from zero to three. As a result calculation will give a total 
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score for software solution. The total score is based on average grade of all eleven 

categories. Because primary features are more important than secondary features in 

software solution primary features are weighted by multiplying each grade by two. 

For example if primary feature is graded as two then grade will be four in calculation 

for total score. Weighted score calculation will give more valid total score.  

A software provider will have zero point from specific feature category if they don‟t 

have feature at all. The software provider will have one point from category if they 

can offer basic attributes of feature. The software provider will have two points from 

category if they can offer advanced attributes of feature. Lastly, the software provider 

will have three points from category if they can offer something exceptional good 

attributes of feature. Exceptional good attributes could be something that no one has 

been able offer earlier and they are in a unique position in this category. Here is an 

example of welder qualification feature. The software provider will get zero point if 

the software provider doesn‟t offer any attributes to manage welder qualifications. 

The software provider will have one point if their software is capable to manage 

welders qualification and notify if qualification are about to expire. The software 

provider will have two points if software is more advanced and it can be used not 

only to manage welder qualification, but it also compares welder qualifications to 

corresponding standards such as ISO, EN, AWS or ASME. The software provider 

will get three points if they invent something new regarding of welder quality 

management. Criteria of three points are purposely undefined because it leaves room 

for further development.  

More specified explanations are presented in Appendix A. Appendix A has all eleven 

features and detailed explanations what is required to achieve each grade. 

 Compare market share 6.3.2

Market share comparison is one of the main measures to evaluate how tight the 

competition is on the markets. Market share evaluation can be used to many 

purposes. Market share tells you followings. 

 Who are key players of market? Who is the market leader is? Does it 

dominate welding quality management software markets? 

 What is the whole size of market? 
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 What is the growth rate of market? 

 Which parts of market are developing faster than others 

However, some of points above might require comprehensive history of market share 

to describe how markets have developed. Welding quality management software 

market is not likely to have good records, but for the future decision it should be 

gathered.  

 Define goals and strategies 6.3.3

The third part of the competition analysis is to analyze goals and strategies of 

welding quality management software solutions. A goal is board primary outcome 

and company is focusing to achieve it. A purpose of goals is to define what software 

providers are trying to achieve with their products. In welding quality management 

software markets goal could be introducing software with most high-tech features, 

introducing software with widest range of different features or gaining better market 

share.  

A purpose of strategies is to define how they are trying to achieve their goals. Porter 

(1996) states “competitive strategy is about being different”. There are three strategic 

positions. First there is variety based positioning, which aims to differentiate product 

or solution in customer segment. The second positioning is needs-based positioning 

which aims to fulfill all or most needs of a particular customer. The third positioning 

is access-based positioning which aims to offer a product and services in different 

ways than competitors. (Porter M. , 1996) In a welding quality management software 

market strategy could be improving marketing in oil and gas segment, developing 

better software for shipbuilding industry, or create a value based pricing method.  

 Recognize strengths and weaknesses 6.3.4

The fourth part of the competition analysis is to analyze strengths and weaknesses of 

welding quality management software solutions. Strengths and weaknesses are based 

on three parts. First is software features and they are more specifically evaluated in 

the first part of the analysis. Secondly, there are supporting features which include 

attributes such as cloud-based software, special skills in welding device 

manufacturing or software development. Cloud-based software also known as 

software as a service are solutions where software has not been installed to 
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customers‟ computers. Instead customer uses software through web account and 

software is installed on server of software provider. It cannot be defined if cloud-

based software is better than installed software on customers‟ computers. Some 

customer sees cloud-based software as information leak risk and other see ability to 

use software with any device with Internet connection. The second supporting feature 

is special skills. Special skills cannot be graded as other software features because 

special skills are based on opinions. Company can be focusing on welding industry 

and has strong knowledge of welding after manufacturing welding devices for years 

and later software business has been integrated. In turn, an another company might 

have special skills in software development since it has been focusing on software 

development for years, but welding knowledge is not as comprehensive as welding 

manufacturer‟s knowledge. The third part of strengths and weaknesses is value 

creation. Value creation is one of the most important factors in strengths and 

weaknesses. Value comparison cannot be as automated or predefined as feature 

comparison, because it requires more intellectual evaluation. Value comparison is 

strongly dependent on person‟s point of view and. Purpose of value comparison is to 

evaluate if software provider with most features, highest scores and most expensive 

software solution provides best value for customer than software with fewer features, 

lower scores and less expensive software solution. Value comparison evaluates 

complete solution not only offered software. In other words solution includes product 

and service. Results of value comparison might not be same to every, because people 

can have different opinions. However value comparison can reveal different segments 

from markets, if you are able to find out groups of customers who appreciate different 

value offering.  

 Forces of the market field 6.3.5

The last part of the competition analysis is to evaluate forces of market field 

influencing on welding quality software solutions. Porter‟s (1979) five forces are 

presented in chapter 2.2 and this part analysis how these forces influences on 

software solutions. Briefly, these five forces are the threat of new entrants, the threat 

of substitutes, the bargaining power of supplier, the bargaining power of buyer and 

the existing rivalry between competitors.  
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 Position and dissemination 6.4

The last stage of the competition analysis model is to define focal firms own position 

in market and how provided information is exploited. This part is excluded from the 

model to Case Company, because defining position and strategies are managerial 

tasks, while this thesis provides information for them. However, this thesis provides 

example how position could be defined.  

There are four roles in markets and they are a market leader, a challenger, a follower 

and a specialist/ a nicher. The market leader must have good software solution, which 

is able to handle all parts of quality management. Secondly, the market leader must 

have a good value creation process. The value creation process is based on perceived 

benefits and costs. Perceived benefits include solution software, services regarding 

software and quality of solution. So to create value the market leader must be able to 

maximize perceived benefits. Costs include monetary expenses from software, time 

and effort spent to find and maintain solution. So to create value the market leader 

must minimize costs and expenses. To create value the market leader is required to 

understand value creation in both a welding company and an end-customer such as a 

shipbuilding company. This is how value is delivered forward from a welding quality 

management software provider. The market challenger‟s role is to try to gain market 

shares from the market leader. A challenger must increase perceived value of solution 

to win customers from other competitors or try to find new customers. The market 

follower will follow other welding quality management software are developing and 

then they try to be quick to adapt new innovations. The welding quality management 

software market is in a turning point, so there is high risk to waste money on research 

and development if market signs are misunderstood. The market follower avoids risks 

and saves money. The last role is a specialist or a nicher who is concentrating only on 

few selected targets. The specialist could for example develop a welding quality 

management software solution especially for a space industry, where are only few 

players and requirements are extremely high. The specialists usually provide very 

high tech products. 

Dissemination is carried out by providing multiple forms of data for interest groups. 

The model will provide data in three forms. Firstly, data will provide a table of raw 
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data, where all competitors and all features are graded. The table will provide 

rankings of closest competitors. In addition interest groups can make their own 

judgments based on unprocessed data and future updates are easy to add. Secondly, 

the model provides a pie chart of primary features, which provides overall view of 

each software solution. Solutions are easy to compare in form of pies. The pie chart 

presents all same information as the table of raw data, but data has been visually 

processed. Thirdly, the model provides a line graph. The graph is created to describe 

the overall view of all software solutions at once. A purpose of the graph is to show 

the overall picture of all software solutions at once and see if any solution stands out 

from the group.  
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7 CASE STUDY: COMPETITOR ANALYSIS WITH DEVELOPED 

MODEL 

Previous chapter introduced you to the new dynamic competition analysis model. The 

last part of this thesis is to do a competition analysis of welding quality management 

software solution by using the recently developed competition analysis model.  

 Conduct research 7.1

The first stage of the competition analysis is to a conduct research, which is based on 

three parts. The first part is to define starting point and objectives for research. The 

second part is to search or select companies participating competition analysis. The 

last part is to define resources for the research.  

 Define objectives 7.1.1

Currently the welding quality management software solution market is poorly known. 

Firstly, there is not a clear image how many companies are on markets. Secondly, it 

is not clear which welding software products are welding quality management 

software solutions and able to handle project management. Thirdly, segments of 

welding quality management software market are currently unknown. It is not clear if 

there is only a one segment or if the market has been divided into many segment. In 

addition it would good to know how wide the range of feature of each software 

solution is. Fourth, the whole size of market is unknown. Because the market is new 

and still in a turning point, there is not statistics what is the total revenue of the 

market.   

Objective of this research is to evaluate competition environment of welding quality 

management software solutions. Research is looking for answer to following 

question. 

 What is the current competition environment of welding quality management 

software solutions? 

 How many software providers exist in markets? 

 How many segments are in welding quality management software solution 

markets? 

 What is revenue of whole market? 
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 What is competitor‟s revenue? 

 How wide is the range of features in each software solution? 

 What are their goals and strategies? 

 Select welding quality management software solutions 7.1.2

Software solution providers for the competition analysis can be selected or searched. 

This case study has not defined all welding quality management software solutions, 

which will part of competition analysis. Few of providers are previously known and 

then research aims to find the rest of companies. A selection of software solutions can 

be hard if you don‟t know solutions that are in market and in this case some of them 

were previously unknown. This problem can occur in cases when companies are 

expanding to new markets and there isn‟t knowledge of existing competitors. A 

solution search and the selection is arduous at the first time, but in the future it will be 

easier if you have better understanding of the current market field. 

The first part of the welding quality management software solution selection is to 

check what is already known in Case Company. Selected software solutions are based 

on existing knowledge from professional of Case Company. Information has been 

gathered from inside of the whole company. Professionals are from different 

departments, such as new business development, product management, marketing 

and sales departments. All professionals relevant to the competition analysis at Case 

Company were informed about the competitor analysis in order to achieve 

information updates during the research. It is important that communication is 

effective and new knowledge is delivered to employees who work on the competitor 

analysis.  

The second part of the software solution selection is to search previously unknown 

solutions. A purpose of search is to find companies which match with requirement of 

software solution. In this case search is in major role, because only few software 

providers were previously known, but in the future search will have minor role to 

check if new competitors have entered. 
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After the selection and  the software solution search 28 solutions were selected to be 

part of the competitor analysis, when Case Company is excluded. A list of companies 

are presented in following chapter 7.2. 

 Define resources  7.1.3

This case study has two main focuses. One of the main focuses of this case study is to 

find out different welding quality software solutions. The second main focus of this 

case study is to find out what is the range of features software solutions are offering. 

These two main focus points will take the most of the time. In addition revenues of 

the whole market and revenue of each competitor will be searched quickly. Also 

competitors‟ goals and strategies will not be comprehensively analyzed in case study, 

but they are in minor role.  

Time resources for case study are limited. The case study is scheduled to be finished 

in six months when the researcher is using circa 30 percent of his/her work time to 

carry out the study. To achieve time schedule, the case study is carried out by an 

electronic research method.  

Human resources are limited to a one employee. The employee is required to have a 

bachelor‟s degree from industrial management or mechanical engineering. In this 

case the researcher should have education which covers both solution business and 

welding technology. In addition, other welding professionals were used two to three 

times during the competition analysis to validate and steer on-going research.  

Case company had an another option to buy research service from a third party but it 

would have cost more and control over research would not have been as good as it 

has been in this case. In turn, the research service provider might have carried out 

research faster with larger human resources. 

 Information collection and analysis 7.2

The first objective of this case study is to find out software solutions which are 

suitable for welding quality management, therefore software features have been in a 

major part of the information collection. Table 1 lists all companies and their 

software solutions. Table 1 also describes if solution has primary features. Table 2 

presents information of secondary features. In brief primary features are most 
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important features to manage welding quality software, whereas secondary features 

are additional or supporting features. More specific explanations are in Chapter 6.2.  

 presents the total score based on calculation method. Second method is more visual 

pie chart, which shows fewer details and a better overall view. 

The competition analysis is based on five categories. Firstly, features of welding 

quality management software solutions are compared. Secondly, market shares are 

evaluated. The third category evaluates goals and strategies of software providers. 

The fourth category compares strengths and weaknesses of software providers. The 

last part discusses forces of the market field. Competition is focusing to evaluate 

software solutions but some evaluations involve on software providers instead of 

solutions. 

 Feature comparison 7.2.1

The first part of the competition analysis is to compare features between software 

solutions. There are two different methods to analyze features of software solutions. 

First there are feature comparisons based on Table 1, Table 2 and Error! Reference 

source not found.. 

Table 1 presents primary features and it is analyzed at first. From Table 1 you can see 

that top 12 software solutions are targeting to welding quality management solution, 

while last 17 companies are mostly aiming to monitor welding parameters. Later in 

this analysis top 12 are referred as software solutions, while last 17 are referred as 

monitoring software products. The first primary feature category is welder 

qualification management. From 12 solutions seven scored two point by offering a 

welder qualification record with standard code-checking. Five software solutions 

scored one point by offering only a welder qualification record. There aren‟t 

significant differences between software solutions and Case Solution in a welder 

qualification management category. A second primary feature is WPS management. 

From 12 companies eight scored two points by offering WPS management with 

standard code-checking feature. Four software solutions scored a one point. This 

category doesn‟t show significant difference between software solutions and Case 

Solution. A third primary feature is monitoring or welding control and there is 

significant difference between Case Solution and other software solution providers. 
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Case Solution has an exceptional good monitoring feature and even monitoring 

software products are not as advanced as Case Solution in this category. The 

exceptional good grade of monitoring is based on Case Solutions ability to monitor 

welding parameters, compare welding parameters to WPS and moreover software is 

universal, which means that software can be adapted to welding device from any 

manufacturer. A fourth primary feature is documentation. From 12 software solutions 

three scored two points by offering full project documentation feature. Six software 

solutions scored one point by offering ability to create, edit and print some project 

documents. Last three software providers scored zero points. Case Solution is one of 

the three companies scoring two points. The last primary feature category is NDT. 

From 12 software solutions three scored two points by offering ability create, edit and 

print NDT reports plus you can automatically time NDT reports. Five software 

solutions scored one point by only offering ability to create, edit and print NDT 

reports. Last four software solutions scored zero points. In NDT category Case 

Solution is one of the solutions scoring two points.  In summary Table 1 shows that 

competitive advantage of Case Solution is based on good features in all five 

categories without weak spots. Case Solution has significant advantage in a 

monitoring category and other four primary features are steadily good. In addition 

Table 1 shows that monitoring software providers are mainly concentrating on 

monitoring only without combining other primary features. 
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Table 1: Selected companies, software and primary features 

Company Software
Welder 

qualification
WPS

Monito-

ring

Documen-

tation
NDT

Case Company Case Software 2 2 3 2 2

Company 1 Software 1 2 2 0 2 1

Company 2 Software 2 2 2 0 1 1

Company 3 Software 3 1 2 0 2 2

Company 4 Software 4 2 2 0 0 1

Company 5 Software 5 2 2 0 1 0

Company 6 Software 6 2 2 0 0 0

Company 7 Software 7 1 1 0 1 2

Company 8 Software 8 2 2 0 0 0

Company 9 Software 9 1 1 0 1 1

Company 10 Software 10 1 1 0 1 1

Company 11 Software 11 1 1 0 1 0

Company 12 Software 12 0 0 1 1 0

Company 13 Software 13 0 0 1 0 0

Company 14 Software 14 0 0 1 1 0

Company 15 Software 15 0 0 1 0 0

Company 16 Software 16 0 1 1 0 0

Company 17 Software 17 0 0 1 0 0

Company 18 Software 18 0 0 1 0 0

Company 19 Software 19 0 0 1 0 0

Company 20 Software 20 0 0 1 0 0

Company 21 Software 21 0 0 1 0 0

Company 22 Software 22 0 0 0 0 0

Company 23 Software 23 0 0 1 0 0

Company 24 Software 24 0 0 1 0 0

Company 25 Software 25 0 0 1 0 0

Company 26 Software 26 0 0 1 0 0

Company 27 Software 27 0 0 1 0 0

Company 28 Software 28 0 0 1 0 0

Grading: 0 = no feature, 1 = basic feature, 2 = Advance feature, 3 = exceptional good feature
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Table 2 present secondary features and it is analyzed next. Here the first category of 

secondary features is fleet management. There is only Case Solution and Company 1 

are offering a welding device register and rest ten software solutions scores zero 

points. However there are two monitoring software product which offer welding 

device register plus it keeps record of maintenance dates and needs. Second category 

is purchase method. There are five software solutions scored two points by offering 

their software on an online-store. Two software solutions scored one point by 

offering their solution through a dealer. Last five software solutions are only 

available as project implementation. Case Solution scored one point, but it is slightly 

contradictory, because there are parts or module of Case Solution which can be 

bought from a dealer. The whole complete solution requires more than simply buying 

software from the dealer. A third category of secondary features is key performance 

indicators. All twelve software solutions scored zero points mainly because it is 

related to monitoring and software solutions don‟t have monitoring features. 

However there are three companies in monitoring software providers who offer key 

performance indicators. A fourth category is health and safety, but this category 

didn‟t produce any findings. None of the companies are showing interest to provide 

documents or monitor health and safety issues. A fifth secondary feature category is 

pre and post welding tasks. Here only Case Solution provides documents for 

following tasks, but it doesn‟t have ability to control pre or post tasks. A sixth and the 

last category is references. Only Case Company and Company 2 have case 

references, and therefore these two scored two points. Six software solution providers 

have mentioned and posted names or logos of their reference customers on their 

websites. Rest three software solution providers scored zero point. Next there is brief 

a summary of Table 2. First overall glance shows that the whole table is cover in red 

or zeros, which tells that these features are overall poorly covered in the whole 

market. Case Solution doesn‟t have advanced secondary features, except references. 

None of the competitors clearly achieved competitive advantage from secondary 

features in an overall view. 
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Table 2: Companies and secondary features 

Company
Fleet 

management

Purchase 

method
KPI

Health&Sa

fety
Pre or post Reference

Case Company 1 1 0 0 1 2

Company 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Company 2 0 2 0 0 0 2

Company 3 0 0 0 0 0 1

Company 4 0 2 0 0 0 1

Company 5 0 2 0 0 0 0

Company 6 0 2 0 0 0 1

Company 7 0 0 0 0 0 1

Company 8 0 2 0 0 0 1

Company 9 0 0 0 0 0 0

Company 10 0 0 0 0 0 0

Company 11 0 0 0 0 0 1

Company 12 2 0 1 0 0 0

Company 13 2 1 1 0 0 1

Company 14 0 0 0 0 0 0

Company 15 0 2 0 0 0 0

Company 16 0 0 0 0 0 0

Company 17 0 1 0 0 0 0

Company 18 0 0 0 0 0 1

Company 19 0 0 1 0 0 0

Company 20 0 0 0 0 0 0

Company 21 0 0 0 0 0 0

Company 22 0 0 0 0 0 2

Company 23 0 0 0 0 0 0

Company 24 0 0 0 0 0 0

Company 25 0 0 0 0 0 0

Company 26 0 0 0 0 0 0

Company 27 0 0 0 0 0 0

Company 28 0 0 0 0 0 0

Grading: 0 = no feature, 1 = basic feature, 2 = Advance feature, 3 = exceptional good feature

 

 

Table 3 presents the weighted total score based on the average score of eleven 

features. Table 3 shows you that Case Solution achieved the highest total score. The 

high score of Case Solution is based on good overall performance on primary features 

and exceptional good score on monitoring category. Software 1 and Software 2 tied 

for second place. Both Software 1 and Software 2 have good overall software 
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solutions. They are quite equivalent with Case Solution if monitoring is excluded. 

Software 3 on fourth place has a good core software solution, but secondary features 

are not same level with top three solutions. Software 4, Software 5, Software 6 and 

Software 8 have scored high on welder qualification and WPS management, but other 

three primary features are poorly covered. They all have fair score on secondary 

features. Software 7, Software 9 and Software 10 have good overall coverage of 

primary features, but software solutions are on basic level without advanced features. 

They all have poor score on secondary features. Software 11 has some basic primary 

features and poor secondary features, therefore it is on the bottom of the Table 3. In 

summary, the most advanced software is Case Software. Software 1, Software 2 and 

Software 3 are closest competitors for Case Software based on total score.  

Table 3: Total Score 

Company Software Total Score

Case company Case Software 2,45

Company 1 Software 1 1,45

Company 2 Software 2 1,45

Company 3 Software 3 1,36

Company 4 Software 4 1,18

Company 5 Software 5 1,09

Company 6 Software 6 1,00

Company 7 Software 7 1,00

Company 8 Software 8 1,00

Company 9 Software 9 0,73

Company 10 Software 10 0,73

Company 11 Software 11 0,64
 

The second primary feature evaluation method is a pie chart, which provides fewer 

details, but visualizes an overall view of primary features better than score tables. As 

you can see from Figure 13 Case Solution has a solid overall offering and all 

companies in top row have good overall software solutions. Figure 13 also shows that 

Software 4, Software 5, Software 6 and Software 8 have quite similar solutions, 

which are concentrating on two features welder qualification and WPS management. 

In turn, Software 7, Software 9, Software 10 and Software 11 have similar solution, 

which have three or four features covered on basic level.  
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Figure 13: Pie chart of primary features 

After feature evaluation the pie chart was discovered to present better overall view 

than the total score calculation. The total score calculation is one sided, when 

solutions can have same total score with totally different solution offerings. If you are 

blindly looking total score rankings you won‟t see different types of solution 

offerings. However, score are easier to compare and rank. The pie chart describes 

differences between solution or if someone has focused on particular features. In turn 

the pie chart doesn‟t take secondary features into account.  

The third feature comparison method is a diagram in Figure 14 that shows grading for 

all eleven features at once. The diagram is not suitable to follow one particular 

company. A purpose of the diagram is to describe how group of software solutions 

are graded and is there any significant deflections. As you can see Case Software 

stands out in monitoring category. Also Software 3 stands out in documentation and 

NDT categories. In addition Software 2 sticks out with Case Software in a reference 

category. 
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Figure 14: Diagram of all features  

 Compare market share 7.2.2

Conducted research and information collection didn‟t produce comprehensive results 

of market shares. The market share evaluation is based rough assumptions and 

leaving uncertainty behind. 

Figure 15 present revenues of each software provider from software solution market. 

Because of uncertainty in revenues and market shares Figure 15 present ranges where 

real revenue is believed to reach. Dark blue bar tells you the lower boundary and light 

blue shows the higher boundary of revenue. Gray bar shows you revenue from other 

business unit than welding quality management software solution. From Figure 15 

you can see that there are three companies whose revenue is between 1-5 million 

euros. Company 7 is evaluated to have highest revenue with range from 5-10 M€. 

Also Company 5 is evaluated to have revenue of 5 M€. Case Company and Company 

2 both have total revenue more than 100 M€ due to other business units, however it is 

unknown has large are software solutions shares of total revenues. Convincing 

arguments on the market leader cannot be presented, but estimations in Figure 15 

shows that largest players are Company 7 and Company 5. Based on a sum of 

software solution revenues, the whole market can be evaluated to be in range of 20-

50 M€. The whole market size is based on weak estimations, but currently more 

accurate estimations cannot be presented. Also market growth rate cannot be 

presented because lack of data. More accurate estimation in all areas requires better 

financial data collection and further research.  
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Figure 15: Software solution revenue chart 

 Define goals and strategies 7.2.3

The third part of the analysis is to evaluate competitors‟ goals and strategies. Goals 

and strategies are evaluated one software solution at time and then there is Figure 15 

to present overall view.  
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Figure 16: Chart of four segments 

Company 1 has a good solution and it is aiming to fulfill customer‟s all needs to 

manage welding quality. Software 1 is one of the three solutions offering full project 

documentation feature. Software 1 is targeting on segments of pressure vessels, 

piping, tanks and structural steel. Software 1 is also really taking advantage of 

information technology development by offering excellent cloud-based services on 

both computers and mobile devices.  

Software 2 is one small part of larger business. However Company 2 has a good 

software solution based on four modules. With all four modules you are able to 

handle a complete welding quality management projects. Software is focused on oil 

& gas, power and construction industries. Software solution modules are available in 

cloud. Company 2 has enabled customization of software solution by offering a 

solution with open code.  

Company 3 is third competitor aiming to handle completely welding quality 

management project with their software solution. Software 3 is based on three 

modules. Target segments of Software 3 are oil & gas, steel structure, power 

generation, subsea equipment and machinery industries.  

Software 4 is also based on module and it is not focused on all welding quality 

management parts, because software is missing documentation features. Instead they 

have strong features in WPS and welding qualifications. Software 4 is aiming on oil 

& gas, machinery, automotive and space industries.  

Software 5 is based on modules and it is focused on advanced WPS and welder 

qualification management with basic documentation features, so Software 5 is not 

aimed to cover complete full project management. Target segments are not 

mentioned. 

Software 6 is third software focusing only on WPS and welder qualification 

management, therefore Software 6 is not suitable for complete welding project 

management. Target segments of Software 6 are at least shipyard and crane 

industries. 
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Software 7 has a good overall coverage of primary features, but they are mainly on 

basic level. Only NDT management is on advanced level. Software 7 seems to aim 

complete project management, but yet they are not as advanced as its competitors.  

Software 8 is fourth software focusing only on WPS and welder qualification 

management, without offering other three primary features. Software 8 is aiming on 

petrochemical, oil & gas, refinery and energy sectors. 

Software 9 is second software with a good overall coverage of primary features, but 

on basic level. Software 8 is based two modules. Main targets of Software 8 are 

piping and structural fabrication.  

Software 10 is third software with a good overall coverage of primary features, but all 

features are on basic level. Software seems to aim to complete project management, 

but features are not as developed as market leaders. Software 10 is aiming at least on 

energy and machinery industries. 

Software 11 is based on three primary features on basis level, without any advanced 

features. Software 11 is aiming on segments of oil & gas, energy and chemistry.  

The summary of goal and strategies are presented in Figure 16. Research has revealed 

four segments in welding quality management software solution markets. Case 

Software has been labeled in an own segment on the right upper quarter, because it is 

the only software solution offering monitoring, welding coordination and project 

documentation. Welding coordination refers to WPS and welder qualification 

management. The second segment on left upper quarter includes software solutions 

that offer welding coordination and project documentation. Software solutions in the 

second segment are closest competitors for Case Software. The third segment on the 

left lower quarter includes software solutions that offer welding coordination 

packages. In addition some software solutions in the third segment have basic 

documentation or NDT features. The fourth segment on the lower right quarter 

includes monitoring software products. 
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 Recognize strengths and weaknesses 7.2.4

The fourth part of the competitor analysis is to recognize strengths and weaknesses. 

Strengths and weaknesses are based on software features, special skills and value 

creation.  

Strengths are weaknesses of software features are discusses earlier in chapter of 

feature comparison. So here the first topic is special skills. Special skills refer to 

backgrounds of software providers. Here interesting point is that Case Company is 

the only one of software solution provider with background and special skills in 

welding device manufacturing. In turn all other eleven top companies are coming 

from software business. These companies might have competition advantage in 

software development, because it is their core business. In addition, all monitoring 

software product providers are mostly welding device manufacturers. This thesis 

doesn‟t answer to question why welding device manufacturers are only interested to 

develop monitoring software products instead of developing welding quality 

management software solutions. However, Case Company is only welding device 

manufacturer providing welding quality management software solution, which can 

give certain competitive advantages. 

Next topic is value creation. This is tough to evaluate because it is dependent on 

person‟s point of view. This would require further research and numbers of customer 

interviews. However the main point here is to increase your awareness of the value of 

software solutions. Case Company has the most advanced software based on feature 

comparison, but Case Software might not offer best value to everyone. Case Software 

is large software solution, when targeting solution to all segments might be 

challenging. Simpler software solution might be capable to focus on their target 

market more effectively than Case Software.  

 Forces of the market field 7.2.5

The welding quality management market is affected by competition influencers, such 

as the threat of new entrants, the threat of substitutes, the bargaining power of 

supplier, the bargaining power of customer and the rivalry between existing 

competitors. 
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The threat of new entrants is good to recognize, because welding quality management 

software solution markets are in a turning point and still developing. New software 

providers are likely to enter markets. Case Company is especially interested if other 

welding device manufacturers develops software and enter to markets. However, 

quickies and fastest way to create close competitors it through acquisition or merge. 

For example, you can imagine situation where Company 1 and Company 12 merge to 

combine their skills to develop software with all five primary features.  

The threat of substitutes needs also to be recognized. Customer interviews revealed a 

concrete example of the threat of substitute when Case Customer B and Case 

Customer F told they have developed their own software or used a spreadsheet 

program to solve their needs. 

The bargaining power of supplier is not occurring currently, when customers are not 

facing pressure to purchase software solution. If outer drivers of software solution 

such as quality standard requirements are increased then customer might not have 

other choices than buying software solution. In such case the bargaining power would 

move from buyers to suppliers. However in a favor for Case Company there are few 

drivers to increase power of suppliers. Firstly, a supplier group is smaller than buyer 

group, which favors bargaining power of supplier. Secondly, Case Solution is unique 

at least from some parts.  

The bargaining power of customers is occurring currently, because customer can buy 

software solution, but it is not necessary if they feel software doesn‟t offer value 

enough. Standard requirements could change things up as told earlier. In addition, 

customers can expand business and develop their own software just like Case 

Customer F has done.  

Last influencer is the rivalry between existing competitors. Competition over welding 

companies is tough, but there are some factors decreasing intensity of competition. 

Firstly, market has not reach saturation, so there are still plenty of new customers. 

Saturation means that there are not new customers anymore and companies are trying 

to win customers from other competitors. Secondly, fast development of the software 

solution market decreases intensity of competition. Thirdly, exit barriers are not seen 

very high. Only exit barrier is guaranteed software maintenance and updates for a 
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certain number of years. Besides that software providers can stop their business 

easily.    

 Define own position 7.3

The last stage of the competition analysis model is to define focal firms own position 

in market. This part is excluded from model to Case Company, because defining 

position and strategies are managerial tasks, while this thesis provides information for 

them. However, this thesis provides example how position could be defined. 

Case Company can be defined as a specialist or a nicher. Firstly, the specialist is 

concentrated only on few selected targets. Case Software is suitable on large and 

massive projects, such as power plants, ships, bridges or oil & gas industry. So Case 

Software is concentrating on selected targets. Case Software provides software with 

all primary features and they all can be label advanced or exceptional good features. 

Based on total score calculation Case Software is high tech. In addition, Figure 16 

shows that Case Software is unique and alone in its own segment.  

If Case Company wants to strengthen their position as a specialist there are few hints. 

Firstly, it is tough to serve everyone. Instead Case Software should be aimed what is 

does best and focus on customer who are willing to pay for it. Secondly, Case 

Company can put more marketing effort on potential customers when there is smaller 

pool of customers and they are able to create closer partnerships. Thirdly, it is better 

to develop brand as expert in complete welding quality management software 

solutions instead of being known as basic insignificant welding software solutions. 

Fourth, specialized software solutions are harder to replicate than basic software 

solutions. 

In other hand, welding quality management software solution markets are already 

specialized market from traditional welding business or software businesses. So Case 

Company could become a market leader in this specific market. To become the 

market leader Case Company has two possible strategies. First is to expand market 

share by winning customers from competitors. Secondly, Case Company can expand 

the total market. In this case when the whole market is expanding second strategy is 

going to better. To expand the total market Case Company can focus either to 
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creating new user by selling software to new customer or increase usage of software 

by selling more licenses to one customer. In this case acquiring new customer might 

better than increasing numbers of licenses. To become the market leader Case 

Company should concentrate on developing good solutions to all four segments 

presented in Figure 16. 

 Market intelligence process 7.4

The competitor analysis model will be dynamic when it is used as a part of a market 

intelligence process at Case Company. The market intelligence process gathers 

information of new competitors and updates old information. The market intelligence 

process can be very simple as it is in Case Company. Developed information process 

at Case Company contains three phases and it is presented in Figure 17. The first 

phase of intelligence process is to deliver gathered information to a product manager. 

Information can be gathered by any interest group in Case Company. Second, the 

product manager evaluates information if there is new information regarding new or 

existing competitors and then updates the main database, where all information is 

gathered. Thirdly, data is used to support marketing, strategy, business or product 

development purposes. 

 

Figure 17: Market intelligence process  
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

This master‟s thesis has two main outcomes. Firstly, this thesis evaluates competitors 

in the field of welding quality management software solution. The field is new and 

companies are unaware of their competitors. Welding management software are 

growing business which helps you to ensure good quality by securing welders are 

following procedure specification, welder qualification and qualified welding 

parameters. Software also helps you to create final documentation which provides all 

details of welding process and enables full traceability of each weld. Secondly, this 

thesis develops a dynamic competitor analysis model for welding quality 

management software solution. Previously it has not been clear how competing 

software solutions should be compared to Case Software and how welding quality 

management software solutions can be separated from simpler welding monitoring 

products.  

At the beginning of this research welding quality management software solution 

markets were not well known. It was previously unknown how many different 

welding quality management software solutions are on markets and if they are 

competitors or not. 

This chapter begins with going through findings of this research. Secondly, 

recommendations for Case Company are presented. The third part this chapter 

evaluates results of research and discusses about possible limitations. Lastly, further 

research topics are introduced.  

 Findings 8.1

Findings are first part of conclusion. This part presents answers to research questions 

1 and 2.  

RQ1: How to carry out a competitor analysis for a welding quality management 

software solution?  

A competitor analysis for welding quality management software solution is carried 

out by a dynamic model. The model is based on four stages which are (1) conduct 

research, (2) gather information, (3) analyze, and (4) define position and 
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dissemination. The first stage defines research objectives, selects participating 

companies and defines resources used to research. The second stage gathers 

information of software solutions. Information is based on primary features and 

secondary features. Primary features are welding procedure specification 

management, welder qualification management, non-destructive testing, monitoring 

welding parameters and project documentation. Secondary features are fleet 

management, purchase method, key performance indicators, health and safety, pre 

and post tasks and public references. The third stage of the model is to analyze 

competition. The competition analysis contains five different analyses. (i) Firstly 

there is product evaluation, which evaluates features of software solutions. Features 

are graded from zero to three and they will have total score based on developed 

calculation method. (ii) Secondly, there is market share evaluation, which compares 

revenues of software providers and estimates size of the total market field. (iii) 

Thirdly, there are goals and objectives, which evaluate main targets and segments of 

software solution. Fourth part of evaluation is to define strengths weaknesses of 

software solutions and providers. Lastly, five forces influencing on the market field 

are evaluated. The last stage of the model is to define position and dissemination. The 

last part defines position of Case Software and discusses what it could do in that 

position. 

RQ2: What is the current competitor environment of welding quality management 

software solutions?  

Total revenue of welding quality management software solution market is roughly 

estimated to be between 20-50 million euros annually. Largest players are estimated 

to have revenue from 5-10 million euros, whereas most of companies are estimated to 

be in range on 1-5 million euros. The most of companies have their core business in 

welding software solution business, whereas few companies have their core business 

in other areas. Revenues are presented in Figure 15. 

Currently there are twenty-nine welding software solutions in market, which contains 

twelve welding quality management software solutions and seventeen welding 

monitoring software products. Case Company is only software solution provider with 

background of welding device manufacturing. In turn all seventeen monitoring 
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software product providers have their core business in welding device or component 

manufacturing. The market field has been divided into four segments. The first 

segment contains companies with all five primary features. Currently Case Software 

is the only software solution in this segment. The main reason why other software 

solutions are not in this segment is their lack of monitoring feature. It is unknown if 

lack of monitoring feature is based on shortage of research and development or 

shortage of interest. The second category contains Software 1, Software 2 and 

Software 3, which are closest competitors of Case Software. These three software 

solutions are aiming to offer complete software solution with four primary features. 

The third segment is called welding coordinator segment, because these software 

solutions are offering WPS management and welder qualification management. In 

addition some companies offer basic NDT or documentation features. These software 

solutions are usually lighter and more affordable than software solutions in previous 

two segments. This segment contains eight software solutions. The last segment is 

welding monitoring products. This segment contains only welding device 

manufacturers, who has developed software to monitor welding parameters.  This 

segment contains seventeen software products. Segments are presented in Figure 16. 

 Recommendation 8.2

Firstly, in order to take advantage of this new model Case Company should learn how 

to use it and what benefits model will provide. Without further use of the model, this 

research has been a one cross sectional competitor analysis among others. The 

competitor analysis model will be dynamic when it is used as a part of market 

intelligence process at Case Company. A market intelligence process gathers 

information of new competitors and updates old information. The first phase of 

intelligence process is to deliver gathered information to product manager. 

Information can be gathered by any interest group in Case Company. The second, 

product manager evaluates information if there is new information regarding new or 

existing competitors and then updates the main database, where all information is 

gathered. Thirdly, data is used to support marketing, strategy, business or product 

development purposes. 
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Secondly, market positioning requires clear determination and objectives. Company 

could become a market leader in this specific market. To become the market leader 

Case Company has two possible strategies. First is to expand market share by 

winning customers from competitors. Secondly, Case Company can expand the total 

market. In this case when the whole market is expanding second strategy is going to 

better. To expand total market Case Company can focus either to creating new user 

by selling software to new customer or increase usage of software by selling more 

licenses to one customer. In this case acquiring new customer might better than 

increasing numbers of licenses. To become the market leader Case Company should 

concentrate on developing good solutions to all four segments presented in Figure 16 

This would require designing a software solution to match better with need of smaller 

customers.  

 Limitation and Future research 8.3

This research has concentrated on evaluate competitors and especially features of 

software solutions. Research has been limited to electronic research and interviews, 

so Case Software is the only software which has been tested in practical use. This is 

the reason why important aspects such as usability, satisfaction, easy-to-use and user 

interface have not been evaluated. As a future research different software solutions 

could be used in practice to achieve comprehensive understanding of competitors. 

This would require to achieving access to software and quite many software 

providers already offers trial versions of their software on their websites. 

A second limitation is uncertainty of features. When each software provider uses 

different term and point out different features, it is difficult to be sure if companies 

offer same features. For example, when software providers tells about their 

documentation, it is difficult to tell if it is just a printing tool for reports or complete 

project documentation based on required standards. This has led few assumptions 

when grading features from zero to three. Secondly, companies highlight different 

features and software solution can have features but provider have not mentioned it in 

their key features. This leads to assumption that they don‟t have particular feature 

unless software provider presents it. Future research for this limitation is similar with 
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first one, therefore downloading trial versions and their use in practice would provide 

valuable information.  

A third limitation is ignoring modularity of software solutions. Some software 

solutions are based on two, three, four or even five modules. For example each 

primary feature can be own module and customer can select needs modules. A reason 

for ignoring modules is based on difficultness of comparison of software solutions 

when half of software solutions have modules and other half doesn‟t have them. 

Modular solution could have numbers of different forms and it could require 

analyzing all possible forms of solution. Alternatively each module could be 

evaluated individually. This research includes twenty-nine software solutions, but it 

could have included for example ninety modules if each software solution or  product 

would have been based on three modules. Future research should take modularity in 

account.  

Fourth limitation is ignoring price levels and pricing methods of welding quality 

management software solutions. Pricing levels refers to how much software solution 

costs to customer. Price ignorance is consequence of limited information of pricing 

and pricing methods used by software providers. You can find some information of 

pricing, but not so comprehensively that reliable research could be conducted. Future 

should go deeper into price levels and pricing methods of welding quality software 

solutions.     
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9 SUMMARY 

This research has focused developing a dynamic competitor analysis model for a 

welding quality management software solution. As theoretical outcome this research 

explained how solution business is taking over welding industry. As empirical 

outcome this research developed a competitor analysis model for Case Company to 

help them to analyze existing and entering competitors at markets.  

The dynamic competitor analysis model of welding quality management software 

solution is based on eleven features of software that contains five primary features 

and six secondary features. Primary features which are welder qualification 

management, welding procedure specification management, NDT management, 

documentation and monitoring welding parameters. Secondary features are fleet 

management, purchase method, key performance indicators, pre and post tasks, 

health & safety and public references. All features are graded from zero to three. The 

model provides ranking of software solutions based on grading of features. A second 

empirical outcome has been analyzing current market environment by using recently 

develop competition analysis model. Currently market includes 12 welding quality 

management software solutions and 17 welding monitoring products. These 29 

software solutions and products can be divided into four segments.   
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Appendix A: Specific grading requirement 

0= No feature 

1= Parts of feature 

2= Complete feature 

3= Exceptional good feature 

 

Welder qualification management:  

1. Software identifies welder, keeps record of welder‟s qualification  

2. Code checking standards 

3. Exceptional good benefit 

 

Welding Procedure Specification (WPS) management:  

1. Software manages WPS documents 

2. Code checking standards (all standards ASME, AWS,…) 

3. Exceptional good benefit 

 

Welding Quality Control/Monitoring:  

1. Software monitors welding parameter for quality 

2. Compares them to WPS. Compares welder‟s qualification to WPS. 

Traceability 

3. Universal with any welding device or brand 

 

Nondestructive testing (NDT): 

1. Software has feature to create, edit and print NDT reports. 

2. Automatically timed NDT. Providing information to partners. Completed 

status online automated.  

3. Exceptional good benefit 
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Project documentation  

1. General project documentation, including SOME of the following documents: 

drawings, weld summary lists, nondestructive testing (NDT) reports, welding 

procedures specification (WPS), material certificates, welder certificates and 

personnel lists. No individual/irrelevant documents such as welding 

parameters.  

2. Final/full project documentation includes ALL of the followings (drawings, 

weld summary lists, nondestructive testing (NDT) reports, welding 

procedures specification (WPS), material certificates, welder certificates and 

personnel lists) 

3. Exceptional good benefit 

 

Fleet management:  

Explanation: Software covers maintenance tasks  

1. Welding device register 

2. Fleet management (keeping record of maintenance dates and needs. Software 

sends notification if welding devices needs repair or checking.) 

3. Exceptional good benefit 

 

Purchase method:  

Explanation:  Can you buy the product or software and set it up by yourself? 

If not offer provider will come to set it up as a project.  

1. Software is productized so you can buy it from dealer without separate 

implementation project 

2. Software can be bought and downloaded from online store 

3. Exceptional good benefit 
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Production Key Performance Indicators based on measurements available (KPI):  

Explanation: Software has Key Performance Indicator which sends you the 

key parameters or key information to e-mail or mobile phone. (Available only 

with monitoring software) 

1. Software sends notification or key information. 

2. KPI information is integrated to enterprise resource planning (ERP) system 

3. Exceptional good benefit. 

 

Pre or post tasks:  

Explanation: Software does or supports tasks before or after welding process. 

For example software supports coating, painting, cutting, polishing or edging.  

1. Documentation (e.g. painting instruction) 

2. Controlling (e.g. deviation, status) 

3. Exceptional good benefit 

 

Health and Safety: 

1. Documentation of health and safety issues 

2. Monitoring of health and safety issues 

3. Exceptional good benefit 

 

Public references:  

Explanation: Does the company have references, customer cases or customer 

name/logo? 

1. Company has mentioned reference companies 

2. Company has cases of reference companies 

3. Exceptional good benefit 

 


